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PREFACE
As sensors are getting smaller and cheaper, many people are able to purchase
RC planes, develop their own Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and exchange infor-
mation through online like DIYDRONE website. UAV technologies are not only for
researchers in the National Aerospace labs or the National Defense and Science labs,
but also opened to everyone who has basic knowledge of electronic parts as people use
UAVs to take video of their town, play music [1], or even attach a machine gun [2].
Since many people do not have access to high quality sensors unlike researchers in
national labs, the level of UAV development stays at certain upper limit.
This paper provides various methods of improving trajectory following, automatic
taking-off and landing, and target detection and tracking using easily accessible cheap
sensors. By spreading out the UAV technologies around the world, author hopes that
the market of UAV is not only focused on aerospace industry, but also opened to
amateur people. As more people use UAVs for diverse applications, the rate of UAV
technology growth will be accelerated.
All works are supported with MATLAB/SIMULINKr based algorithms called
MultiUAV System (MUAVS). MUAVS can produce trajectories for multiple UAVs
by maneuvering them to avoid obstacles. Rather than using C/C++, author keeps
using MATLAB/SIMULINKr to let people easily modify the algorithms for their
own missions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. This paper is largely divided into Part
1, Part 2, Part 3, and Part 4. Part 1 includes chapter 1 which gives introduction
including the history of UAV, individual or cooperative mission plans of UAV, chal-
lenges of using UAV, and future technologies of UAV. Part 2 includes chapter 2, 3,
4, and 5. Chapter 2 studies the method of improving position accuracy of UAV by
integrating multiple GPS sensors on a Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) and using
iv
vthe method of image processing. Chapter 3 presents the method of improving ori-
entation accuracy by integrating a magnetic compass and a solar compass. Chapter
4 deals with the health management of UAVs using a autonomous wireless charg-
ing ground station. Chapter 5 provides overall algorithmic error propagation and
accomplishes robustness. Part 3 includes chapter 6, 7, and 8 which are focused on
specific mission plans. Chapter 6 presents the minimum time Integrated Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (ISR) mission by solving multiple Traveling Salesman Problem
(mTSP). Chapter 7 investigates a method of achieving the maximum fuel efficiency
of surveiling a given region using multiple UAVs. Chapter 8 studies methods about
the guidance of stocks into pen with multiple UAVs using dynamic programming.
Part 4 includes chapter 9. Chapter 9 summarizes this paper and gives future works
including game theoretic tracking and reducing personnel per UAV.
Appendix A shows the experiment setup including both H/W and S/W specifi-
cations for the UAV flight demonstration. Appendix B describes the Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) based Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) algorithm with a schematic
of the algorithm. Appendix C gives step by step procedures of writing Block Sep-
aration Algorithm (BSA). Appendix D presents system properties of heterogeneous
UAVs. Appendix E details MUAVS through four sections; MUAVS Communication
Structure; MUAVS Input Process; MUAVS MATLAB/SIMULINKr Organization;
MUAVS Collision Avoidance System (CAS). Appendix F presents SIMULINKr dia-
grams used in Chapter 8.
December 2013
Sunghun Jung
Purdue University, IN, USA
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Although there have been great theoretical advances in the region of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) autonomy, applications of those theories into real world are still
hesitated due to unexpected disturbances. Most of UAVs which are currently used
are mainly, strictly speaking, Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPA) since most works
related with the flight control, sensor data analysis, and decision makings are done
by human operators. To increase the degree of autonomy, many researches are focused
on developing Unmanned Autonomous Aerial Vehicle (UAAV) which can takeoff, fly
to the interested area by avoiding unexpected obstacles, perform various missions
with decision makings, come back to the base station, and land on by itself without
any human operators.
To improve the performance of UAVs, the accuracies of position and orientation
sensors are enhanced by integrating a Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) or a solar
compass to a UAV; Position sensor accuracy of a GPS sensor on a UAV is improved
by referencing the position of a UGV which is calculated by using three GPS sensors
and Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) method; Orientation sensor accuracy
is improved as well by using Three Pixel Theorem (TPT) and integrating a solar
compass which composed of nine light sensors to a magnetic compass. Also, improved
health management of a UAV is fulfilled by developing a wireless autonomous charging
station which uses four pairs of transmitter and receiver magnetic loops with four
robotic arms. For the software aspect, I also analyze the error propagation of the
proposed mission planning hierarchy to achieve the safest size of the buffer zone.
xix
In addition, among seven future research areas regarding UAV, this paper mainly
focuses on developing algorithms of path planning, trajectory generation, and cooper-
ative tactics for the operations of multiple UAVs using GA based multiple Traveling
Salesman Problem (mTSP) which is solved by dividing into m number of Traveling
Salesman Problems (TSP) using two region division methods such as Uniform Re-
gion Division (URD) and K-means Voronoi Region Division (KVRD). The topic of
the maximum fuel efficiency is also dealt to ensure the minimum amount fuel con-
sumption to perform surveillance on a given region using multiple UAVs. Last but
not least, I present an application example of cattle roundup with two UAVs and two





1.1 Definition of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
UAV is defined as powered, aerial vehicle that does not carry a human opera-
tor, uses aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle lift, can fly autonomously or be pi-
loted remotely, can be expendable or recoverable, and can carry a lethal or nonlethal
payload [3] and the fact that UAVs can be recovered after the mission completion
differentiates UAVs from missiles. Many names have been appeared such as Un-
manned Aircraft (UA), Drone, Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPA), Remotely Operated
Aircraft (ROA), and Unmanned Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV), but UAV is the most
commonly used name. Some researchers misuse Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
as UAV, but UAS is more upper level category which contains Unmanned Aircraft
(UA), Ground Control Station (GCS), control link between UA and GCS, and other
additional equipments. Technologies of UAV is getting concentrated on the aspect
of autonomy [4], so Unmanned Autonomous Aerial Vehicle (UAAV) will be perhaps
more appropriate name for the future UAV which will be fully autonomous.
1.2 Development Chronicle of UAV
From the late nineteenth century to current, UAV development history can be
divided into largely four eras by relating to war history as below.
1. The 1st era (1849 - 1937): Austria and Italy war, World War I
2. The 2nd era (1937 - 1945): World War II
3. The 3rd era (1945 - 1991): Cold war, Vietnam war
4. The 4th era (1991 - current): Afghanistan war, Iraq war
3The 1st era was the period between 1849 and 1938 including Austria and Italy
war and World War I. The world first pilotless aircraft was developed when Austria
military used series of unmanned balloons (Figure 1.1) loaded with explosives to
attack Venice, Italy in 1849 [5].
(a) Series of balloons loaded with a bomb. (b) Schematics of the system.
Figure 1.1.Austrians balloon attack during the 1st era.
In 1900, Nikola Telsa, the founder of the wireless remote control technology [6],
introduced a wireless controlled airship (Figure 1.2). Since then, many additional
designs were attempted such as Aerial Target in 1916 [7], Aerial Torpedo (also called
as Flying Bomb) in 1917 [8], and Kettering Bug in 1918 [9].
Following the 1st era, the 2nd era started during World War II from 1939 to 1945.
During this period, Reginald Denny open business of RC airplane and started to sell
mass-produced RC planes. At the same time, the US Navy began to produce N2C-2
(Figure 1.3(a)) which was controlled by TG-2 (Figure 1.3(b)) aircraft in 1937 [10].
As World War II was prolonged to late 1940’s, assault drones such as Project Fox
started to be used heavily [10]. Project Fox was the first UAV which carried a camera
to enhance the controllability.
4Figure 1.2.Nikola Telsas wireless controllable airship during the 1st era.
(a) N2C-2. (b) TG-2.
Figure 1.3.N2C-2 and TG-2 by the US Navy during the 2nd era.
The 3rd era was a period between 1946 and 1991 including Cold war and Viet-
nam war. UAVs became more sophisticated than ever and functions of UAVs were
diversified from target drone to nuclear tests and reconnaissance. The most represen-
tative target drones were OQ-2, OQ-19 (Figure 1.4(a,b))/KD2R Quail, and MQM-33
(Figure 1.4(c))/MQM-36 Shelduck.
(a) OQ-19A. (b) OQ-19B. (c) MQM-33C.
Figure 1.4.The most representative target drones during the 3rd era.
5Modern society is in the 4th era which started in 1992 and includes Afghanistan war
and Iraq war. Many researches are mostly focusing on making fully autonomous UAV
throughout the world and this flow resulted in thousands of UAV designs. The most
famous UCAV in the world is the Predator RQ-1L (Figure 1.5(a)) UAV which was
produced by General Atomics and heavily deployed during Afghanistan war and Iraq
war. Researchers attempted to solve the fuel limitation problem by designing solar
powered UAV (Figure 1.5(b)) and beam powered UAV (Figure 1.5(c)), or to design
an autonomous wireless charging ground station to increase the degree of autonomy.
(a) The Predator RQ-1L. (b) Helios solar powered
UAV.
(c) The concept of beam powered
UAV.
Figure 1.5.Various types of UAVs during the 4th era.
1.3 Functions of UAV
With widespread of UAVs into the human life, functions of UAVs become much
broader than before in modern society and the general functions can be approximately
divided into six categories such as target and decoy, reconnaissance, combat, logistics,
research and development, and civil and commercial UAVs.
1. Target and decoy: UAVs are used as a target for both antiaircraft gunners and
pilots to train them [11].
2. Reconnaissance: UAVs are used to alleviate pilots from surveilling regions by
searching targets, recording ground videos, and saving battlefield information
[12].
63. Combat: Beyond the reconnaissance function, UAVs are armed weapons to
perform attacks in highly risky areas and called UCAV [13].
4. Logistics: When ground vehicles are not applicable, UAVs are used to suppy
foods, munitions, etc by landing on or using parachute systems [14]. These
UAVs are specifically called Unmanned Aerial Logistics Vehicles (UALV).
5. Civil and Commercial UAVs [15]: UAVs are also used by civilians to perform
commercial aerial surveillance (ex. oil [16], gas [17], and mineral exploration and
production [18]), transport [19], scientific research [20], search and rescue [21],
and conservation of wildlife [22].
1.4 Individual or Cooperative Missions of UAV
In the contrast to the classical individual mission planning using one UAV, cooper-
ative mission planning using not only several UAVs but also several UGVs (Unmanned
Ground Vehicle) comes into the spotlight due to synergy effects. As performance
boundaries of UAVs are getting bigger with the help of up to date technologies on
sensors and autonomy, missions become much more complicated which result in the
necessity of the UAVs and UGVs cooperation. Multiple simultaneous UAV operations
require smarter way of maneuvering UAVs, resources, and surrounding information
which result in attentions on global information, resource management, and robust-
ness [23].
1.5 Challenges of UAV
The scope and complexity of UAV missions have made autonomous real-time
operation in unstructured environments elusive [24, 25]. Hence, the dependence on
multiple human operators per UAV is perhaps the largest cost component of operating
them [26]. Operator attention and effort are subject to fatigue and error [27], opera-
tors are subject to severe stresses, especially in combat operations, something that can
7be avoided if tasks are suitably automated [28]. There are many efforts under way to
increase the autonomy of UAVs [23,29,30]. The difficulties arise from the propagation
of several uncertainties, many dynamic, into the performance of these systems–map
errors, modeling errors, sensor errors, errors of actuation, wind gusts, electromagnetic
(EM) and acoustic interference, enemy maneuvers, and cyberattacks [31]. Arbitrary
combinations of these uncertainties make it impossible to predict the performance of
most battlefield systems as they are operated today.
1.6 Future Technology of UAV
The world famous UCAV, MQ-1 Predator (Figure 1.6(a)), is controlled by MD-
1 ground equipment (Figure 1.6(b)). One of the MD-1 series, MD-1D, can control
up to 4 UAVs simultaneously but it requires total 55 operators including 1 pilot, 4
sensor operators, and the rest operators for a Predator Primary Satellite Link and
etc which is very heavy duty work. Due to heavy requires of manpower on UAV
operations, recent researches are flowing to the autonomy area of UAV. To develop
fully autonomous UAV, UAAV, mainly seven research areas need to be accomplished;
data fusion [32], communications [33], path planning [34–36], trajectory generation
(or, motion planning) [37,38], trajectory regulation [39], task allocation and schedul-
ing [40,41], and cooperative tactics [23].
(a) MQ-1 predator. (b) MD-1 ground equipment.
Figure 1.6.MQ-1 predator and MD-1 control unit.
81.7 Concluding Remarks
This paper is focused on improving autonomous functions of path planning, tra-
jectory generation, and cooperative tactics among seven research areas dealt in the
above. Also, to help the completion of the autonomous functions, position and ori-
entation sensor improvements and autonomous wireless charging system are handled.
Developing an fully autonomous aerial vehicle involves state of the art technologies
of the various fields from Mechanical engineering and Electorial engineering to Psy-
chology, so there are huge number of opened up questions for me to solve in the
future.
PART 2: UNCERTAINTIES, MITIGATION, AND ROBUSTNESS
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CHAPTER 2: POSITION SENSING
I improve the performance of low-quality GPS on UAVs through use of multiple GPS
modules on a UGV within line of sight of the UAV. Moreover, in my analysis and
experiments, the GPS modules on the UGV are also low cost and low weight. The
UGV sends a GPS correction to the UAV on the basis of the distance from the UAV
to the UGV as measured by scaling of a standard image pattern stuck on its back.
Geolocation of both UGV and UAV are performed through use of extended Kalman
filters integrating GPS aided INS. The positioning error is reduced by a factor of 2.3
in simulation studies and a factor of 1.6 in experiment when 3 GPS sensors are used
on the UGV. This is better than what one can get through pure averaging of the GPS
sensors in the presence of noise in measuring the UAV-UGV distance. I show how
my exploitation of geometry improves performance as more GPS sensors are used.
2.1 Background and Motivation
Close swarming operations of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) need accurate
geolocation of each UAV for collision avoidance. Many of the tight swarming demon-
strations thus far have been indoors [42, 43]. Only a few works demonstrate outdoor
performance, where however inter-vehicle separation is relatively large [44, 45]. GPS
aided INS is the standard method of geolocation for aerial vehicles [46–49]. GPS
aiding eliminates the large drift inherent in dead-reckoning (∝ t3) [50]. Vision-based
terrain referenced navigation (TRN) method is another method of reducing the drift
of dead reckoning [51,52].
Schrader [53] improved geolocation through averaging data from multiple GPS
receivers fixed to the ground. The data is collected asynchronously and averaged,
something unsuitable for real-time use on a moving platform since GPS signals are
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subject to time varying disturbances due to satellite motion, weather changes, and
magnetic field changes [54]. Another problem was that all four GPS sensors are
permanently placed at one location, though most of GPS applications in real life
are to track moving objects which limit the amount of GPS data collection at one
location.
Weighted Centroid Localization [55] uses multiple RF range measurements but
does not consider the geometry of the sensor arrangement or any motion of the sensor
platform. To ameliorate these deficiencies, I integrate the GPS sensors on the UGV
exploiting the geometry of their placing and the statistics of individual sensors along
with UGV motion. Once GPS data are improved on a UGV, a UAV which carries
one low-quality GPS sensor is maneuvered to reference the improved UGV GPS data
by detecting a mark on the UGV to enhance UAV’s own GPS accuracy. Finally, the
extended Kalman filter (EKF) is applied to achieve nonlinear state estimation of GPS
data by integrating the INS and GPS data [56]. This method is unique compare to
the other existing GPS aiding techniques, e.g. Differential GPS (DGPS), Local Area
Augmentation System (LAAS), Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), etc, in
the sense that my method uses moving ground reference stations in contrast to the
listed other methods which use augmented network systems based on static ground
stations.
A variety of applications and individuals stand to benefit from my approach;
individual hobbyists, law enforcement, and movie makers can obtain significantly
improved geolocation at low cost as individual GPS receivers on the UGV cost only
a few cents. It will enable the use of laser and RF powering of small UAVs through
improving geolocation of the UAV in line of sight of the powering source. This also
makes this kind of powering less risky as a power carrying beam can destroy sensors
or structural elements in a small UAV [57–59]. Finally, tighter swarms of vehicles and
resulting applications will be enabled at low cost.
I introduce a method to improve the UGV GPS accuracy in Section 2.2, a method
to improve the UAV GPS accuracy in Section 2.3, altitude and attitude limit to
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detect a mark by the UAV in Section 2.4, the UGV and UAV controllers in Section
2.5, simulation results of the GPS improvement of the UGV and UAV in Section 2.6,
experimental results in Section 2.7, and concluding remarks in Section 2.8.
2.2 UGV GPS Improvement
In Figure 2.1, P1,k, P2,k, and P3,k represent the data of GPS1, GPS2, and GPS3
sensors represented as red dots, L is the length of the bar attached to the center of
UGV (2m), and RGPS represents the radius of resolution boundary of a MediaTek
MT3329 GPS module (horizontal position accuracy as 3.0m CEP).
Figure 2.1.Three GPS modules attached on a UGV.
Most of all, coordinate transformation should be done for the latitude, longitude,
and altitude of GPS data as (x, y, z) = T1 [(lat, lon, alt)] where T1 ≡ T(lat,lon,alt)→(x,y,z).
Then, since I am using multiple GPS sensors which are located at a specific location,
I can improve one GPS sensor location with the rest of GPS sensors as,
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where Pi is the ith GPS data, m is the total number of GPS sensors, n is the
total number of the GPS data collected at one position, Rz(θ) is the rotation matrix
where θ can be calculated as θ = 2pi
m
, wi,k is the weight of the ith GPS sensor at data
sample k where wi,k can be calculated as wi,k =
1
(di,k)
g , di,k is the distance between a
mean of enough number of the ith GPS sensor data and the kth data of the ith GPS
sensor, and g is a degree. When the degree g is set to be zero, the WCL becomes
the Centroid Localization (CL) [55]. In this chapter, the degree g is set to be 1 but I
need to use the degree factor as zero when high number of GPS data are involved in
WCL. The reason is that when high number of GPS data are involved and applied
to WCL, it is natural that the centroid of all GPS data is getting close to the exact
centroid of three GPS sensors and WCL is getting closer to CL. So, I should use the
degree as zero when I use high number of GPS data and use appropriate degree value
which brings low mean position error when I use low GPS data. Also, I approximate
n as a static constant proportional to the frequency of the GPS sensor divided by the
velocity of the UGV in meters/second, n = fs
v
. It works so long as motion of the UGV
is slow enough so that UGV displacement is less than GPS sensor error. Estimated
locations of the other GPS sensors except the reference GPS sensor are moved using
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the rotation matrix about P to near the reference GPS sensor, and then I average
those to calculate the improved location of the reference GPS sensor (Figure 2.2).
(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.
Figure 2.2.Method of improving GPS data accuracy (top view).
Most of the time, the UGV moves on an uneven surface (Figure 2.3), so I need to
rotate the GPS data about P to be horizontal to the ground using roll (φ), pitch (θ),
and yaw (ψ) measured from an IMU sensor mounted on the UGV center as,
P ′′′i = Rxyz
(
P ′′i − P
)
+ P , (2.2)
where Rxyz is a rotation matrix = Rz(ψ)Ry(θ)Rx(φ). Lastly, past q number of
GPS data are used to improve the current GPS data as,














where q is the number of past GPS data, n is an integer (≥ q), and the PUGV is
the reference point which the UAV uses to improve own GPS accuracy. If all previous


























2.3 UAV GPS Improvement
Figure 2.4(a) describes a method of calculating the estimated position of the UAV
at time instant k, that is, P ′UAV,k (Equation 2.5). With help of the NyARToolkit
algorithm [60], a black square mark on the UGV can be detected and positions of
four corners of the mark can be obtained. I set up an equation to calculate the
estimated UAV location, P ′UAV,k, in Earth-centered/Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinates
as
(a) Communication between the UAV and UGV
(top view).
(b) Calculation of lengths l1 and l2











where P ′UAV is the finally achieved position of the UAV in ECEF coordinates,
Rz(α) is the rotation matrix which rotates a vector
−−−−−−−−→
PUGV , PUAV in the amount of α,
PUAV is the improved GPS data of the UAV using Equation 2.3, L2 is a distance from
the UAVcenter to the UGVcenter, L3 is a distance from the PUAV to the PUGV , VUAV can
be calculated as VUAV = T
T
2 [vpx, vpy]
T , ∆t is a sampling time, T2 is a Direction Cosine
Matrix (DCM), and vpx, vpy are measured airspeeds in x and y direction of the UAV.
In Equation 2.5, the sampling time ∆T is set to 0.1s since the MediaTek MT3329 GPS
sensor has the maximum 10Hz update rate. Also, only XY plane in ECEF Cartesian
coordinates is considered since the altitude difference between the UAV and UGV is
set to be 3m and the altitude change compared to XY direction is relatively ignorable.
This explains why Vpz is set to zero. Also, cos(|ψ|)VUAV ∆t appears since the UAV flies
further during the time while the GPS signal is transmitted to the microcontroller [61].
To solve Equation 2.5, the L2 and α should be known. The distance, L2, can be
calculated by using l1 and l2 (Figure 2.4(b)) as L2 =
l2L1
l1
, where l1 is the image length
of the square mark edge, l2 is the image length from the image center to the UGV
center, and L1 is the metric size of the square mark edge (Figure A.1(c)). Since the
units of L2 and L3 are different, these are used only for calculating the angle α. Once
P ′UAV is found (Equation 2.5), I convert the ECEF Cartesian coordinates back to
the latitude (φ), longitude (λ), and altitude (H). If multiple UAVs are in operation,
improved positions of other UAVs can also be calculated by individually applying the
above procedures.
2.4 Altitude and Attitude Limit for Mark Detection
To simulate the detection of a mark on the UGV by a camera attached under the








4 is inside the camera image drawn with four corners (I1,
I2, I3, and I4). Here, the shape and size of the camera image changes as the attitude
and altitude of the UAV changes. I0 is fixed to the ground level.
Figure 2.5.A mark on the UGV is detected by a camera under the UAV.
The size of the mark image should be in certain boundaries {lmin, lmax} to be
detected by the UAV since too small or too big mark cannot be recognized by the
NyARToolkit algorithm and the mark image size can be adjusted by changing the
altitude of the UAV. To find the maximum and minimum allowable altitude of the



























for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, L1 is the metric size of the square mark edge, and θh is the
heading angle of the UGV. Then, I define vectors from the center to each corner of
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the mark as vi = mi−PUGV . Using the rotation matrix, I can represent the locations
of the mark corners as









where φ is roll, θ is pitch, and ψ is yaw. I take only x and y components of m′i
and let z component to be same with PUGV,z. Now, using the ratio between the mark
size in real and the mark size in camera image, I calculate the location of the mark















where Iw is the width of the image frame, Ih is the height of the image frame,
AltUAV is the altitude of the UAV, and θc is the camera view angle attached under
the UAV. With the mark corners in image, m′′i , I can set the boundaries for the mark
as
lmin ≤‖ m′′im′′j ‖≤ lmax, (2.9)
where i 6= j and lmin, lmax are the minimum and maximum image lengths to be












) ‖ m′im′j ‖≤ lmax. (2.10)
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) ‖ m′im′j ‖≤ AltUAV ≤ 12√I2w + I2hlmin tan ( θc2 ) ‖ m′im′j ‖ . (2.11)
Not only the altitude, but also the attitude of the UAV limits the detection of the
mark since too much tilted mark cannot be recognized by the detection algorithm.
So, I need secondary boundaries as
| φUGV − φUAV | < ξmax, (2.12)
| θUGV − θUAV | < ξmax,
where ξmax is the maximum angle which can be used for the image detection
algorithm to detect the mark and it is about 75◦ in my case. Both properties, Equation
2.11 and Equation 2.12, should be satisfied to detect the mark.
Mark detection error rate is dependent on the distance between the camera and
the mark and the image frame rate which can be expressed as E˙m =
l
f
where l is the
distance and f is the frame rate.
2.5 Dynamics and Control of UGV and UAV
Simulating a UAV tracking a UGV which is moving from a start point to a goal
point can be done by integrating a UGV controller and a UAV controller (Figure 2.6).
A simple PD controller is used for the UGV and the UAV. Since the PD controller is
well known controller, I skip explanation of the PD controller.
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Figure 2.6.UAV and UGV control schematic.
2.5.1 UGV Dynamics
The UGV controller takes over the generated path, (x, y, z)d, from the path plan-
ner [62] and results control inputs, UUGV (Figure 2.6). Then, the UGV Dynamics
uses the UUGV to result (x, y, z)UGV and (ψ, θ, φ)UGV where the attitude of UGV is
calculated based on the slope of the ground shape where the UGV is located. The
vehicle dynamic model can be derived as,
Figure 2.7.UGV System Modeling.
P ′UGV = Rxy(θ)(PUGV − Pcc) + Pcc, (2.13)




‖ PUGV , Pcc ‖
)
(PUGV − Pcc) + Pcc,
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where P ′UGV is the next position of the UGV after a sampling time ∆t, PUGV is
the current position of the UGV, Rxy(θ) is the rotation matrix on the xy plane, Pcc is
a center of curvature of the UGV rotation, θ˙cc is the angular velocity about the Pcc,
and VUGV is the velocity of the UGV (Figure 2.7). The N and E represent the north
and east and the z component of the UGV is set to be equal with the altitude of the
ground grid. In Equation 2.13, the ‖ PUGV , Pcc ‖ and Pcc can be calculated as
‖ PUGV , Pcc ‖ = 1
2
(






Pcc = PUGV + ‖ PUGV , Pcc ‖ [cos θh, sin θh]T .
Attitude of the UGV is dependent on the ground grid where the UGV is currently
located at and it can be simplified using the roll (φUGV ), pitch (θUGV ), and yaw




















where rij is the component of the rotation matrix, R, which can be calculated
using Rodrigues’ formula [63].
2.5.2 UAV Dynamics
The configuration and governing control inputs of the quadrotor are described in
Figure 2.8.
Quadrotor UAV dynamics are derived in [64] as
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(a) Quadrotor configuration. (b) Governing controller struc-
ture of the quadrotor.
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where x, y, and z are the UAV position, φ, θ, and ψ are the roll, pitch, and yaw,
cθ and sθ represent cos θ and sin θ, Ix,y,z is body inertias, J is a propeller inertia, and





















4 − Ω21 − Ω23),
Ω = Ω2 + Ω4 − Ω1 − Ω3,
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where Ωi is a rotor speed, b is a thrust factor, and d is a drag factor.
2.6 Simulation
2.6.1 UGV GPS Improvement
The amount of improvement using Equation 2.4 is demonstrated in here using
MATLABr by performing 100 times of simulations (Figure 2.9). Three different
colored dots represent three GPS sensor data on the UGV, black elliptic circles cover
95% population of each GPS sensor’s data, thick black  represents the locations
of three GPS sensors, values right next to the dots represent weights for the WCL,
small  with three different colors represent the mean values of each GPS data, small
◦ with three different colors represent the mean values calculated using the WCL, a
black © represents a mean value of three GPS sensor locations, a black × represents
a center calculated from Equation 2.4, and a black + represents a mean of the small
 with three different colors. The distance from a black© to a black + is calculated
as 0.3434m and distance from a black © to a black × as 0.0692m. This indicates
that Equation 2.4 indeed improves the accuracy about 5 times. Overall, position
error decreases drastically as the number of GPS sensors increase upto three sensors
(Figure 2.9(b)).
2.6.2 UAV GPS Improvement
I let the UGV drive from (0, 0) to (10, 10) while the UAV tracks it (Figure 2.10(a)).
Here, the ground grids are randomly generated within the range of 0m to 1m altitude,
the UGV is represented as a red rectangle with a sonar range finder represented as
green lines, and the UAV is represented with circles and lines [65,66]. The distribution
of the three GPS sensor data lies within less than 3m (CEP, 50%) horizontal position
accuracy.
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(a) WCL method. (b) Position error versus number of GPS sen-
sors. N number of GPS sensors are assumed
to be placed on the ground.
Figure 2.9.Simulation of GPS accuracy improvement.
(a) Trajectories of the UAV and UGV from
(0, 0) to (10, 10).
(b) Position error versus number of GPS sen-
sors. N number of GPS sensors are assumed
to be placed on the moving UGV and the dis-
tance error from the center of UAV to the im-
proved GPS data point is calculated.
Figure 2.10.Positional error simulation with a UAV and a UGV.
While the UGV is moving, the UAV is manipulated to follow the UGV to let
the UAV reference the improved position data of the UGV by detecting a mark
on the UGV. In Figure 2.11(a), a blue rectangle represents the range of the UAV
camera image, a thick black  represents a mark on the UGV, a red circle represents
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the pure GPS data, and a red asterisk represents the improved GPS data in ECEF
coordinates using Equation 2.3. Here, Equation 2.3 collects 5 previous GPS data and
averages those to get improved GPS data. In Figure 2.11(b), a blue graph indicates
the pure GPS data, a red graph indicates the improved GPS data using Equation
2.3, a green graph indicates the improved GPS data using Equation 2.5, and a black
graph indicates the results of the EKF by integrating the GPS and IMU sensor data
on the UAV to achieve the nonlinear state estimation. Here, the green line is zero
since the mark is not detected yet. When the mark is detected by the UAV, Equation
2.5 is applied and it results the improved error propagation (green graph in Figure
2.12(b)). Even if the UAV detects the UGV, it sometimes loses the UGV due to the
various errors (dynamic, position, etc) and it is necessary to switch two methods in
an appropriate fashion.
(a) A black mark is outside of the
UAV camera range.
(b) Position error propagation.
Figure 2.11.Case when a mark is not detected (1 GPS on UAV and 3 GPS on UGV).
The GPS accuracy of the proposed method (Equation 2.5) is about 2.3 times
better than the use of pure single GPS sensor on the UAV (Figure 2.10(b) and Table
2.1).
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(a) A black mark is inside of the
UAV camera range.
(b) Position error propagation.
Figure 2.12.Case when a mark is detected (1 GPS on UAV and 3 GPS on UGV).
Table 2.1Mean and standard deviation of position error of simulation results (1 GPS
on UAV and 3 GPS on UGV, unit: m).




I show here the improvement to UGV geolocation and the subsequent improvement
of UAV geolocation. I give details of the experimental setup in Appendix A.
2.7.1 UGV GPS Improvement
To verify the WCL method (Equation 2.4), GPS data are collected (Figure 2.13(a))
by placing the UGV at one location (40.427884◦,−86.912540◦, 190m) and the pure
GPS data (Figure 2.13(a)) are converted into the ECEF coordinates (Figure 2.13(b)).
The results show that the distance from a black © to a black + is calculated as
0.6687m and distance from a black © to a black × as 0.1571m (please reference
Figure 2.9 for definition of ©, ×, and +). This demonstrates that the usage of three
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GPS sensors with the WCL method indeed improves the accuracy of GPS data about
4 times.
(a) Three pure GPS data of the UGV. (b) GPS data converted to ECEF coordi-
nates.
Figure 2.13.Experiment result of GPS accuracy improvement by placing three GPS
sensors at one location.
2.7.2 UAV GPS Improvement
The UGV (Figure A.1(c)) is driven around the mechanical engineering building
while the UAV is maneuvered to follow the UGV. Then, trajectories of the three pure
GPS sensor data of the UGV and the one pure GPS sensor data of the UAV are
obtained (Figure 2.14). Here, the red, green, and blue color lines represent the pure
GPS sensor data on the UGV, the cyan color line represents the pure GPS sensor
data on the UAV, and the black line represents the exact trajectory which the UGV
drives over.
By applying Equation 2.5 and the EKF, I achieve the improved UAV trajectory
(Figure 2.15(d)) and this result shows that the data of the UAV is improved about
1.6 times (Table 2.2) compare to the pure UAV GPS trajectory (Figure 2.15(c)). The
large offset at the beginning and end of the trajectory (Figure 2.15(d)) is probably
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(a) Pure GPS data in the Euclidean
space.
(b) Pure GPS data in ECEF coordinates.
Figure 2.14.Experiment result of pure GPS sensors on the UGV and UAV after the
EKF is applied.
Table 2.2Mean and standard deviation of position error of experiment results (1 GPS
on UAV and 3 GPS on UGV, unit: m).
Direct Averaging WCL + EKF
Mean 4.5216 2.8452
Std 5.3439 3.8490
caused by the poor GPS signal communication due to tall buildings around the narrow
path.
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(a) EKF application to improve the UAV GPS
data.
(b) Final result of the
improved GPS data of
the UAV.
(c) Comparison between the pure GPS
data of the UAV and the exact trajectory
of UGV.
(d) Comparison between the improved
GPS data of the UAV and the exact tra-
jectory of UGV.
Figure 2.15.Experiment result of pure GPS sensors on the UGV and UAV.
2.8 Concluding Remarks
I have shown that the accuracy of a GPS sensor on a UAV can be improved by
referencing the integrated GPS data and a mark on the UGV by using the WCL and
EKF. Using three GPS sensors on the UGV and one GPS sensor on the UAV result
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about 2.3 times (simulation) and 1.59 times (experiment) better accuracy compare to
the single GPS sensor on the UAV. This work can be applied to the UAV swarming
formation control with increased number of UGVs as well. My work opens up several
possibilities for both system and algorithm developments:
1. The optimal patterns on the UGV needs to be constructed so the pattern size
can be minimized and can handle dynamic tilting of the UAV. Gusty situations
can be handled within the present framework because of the large frame rate
(60fps) of the camera, but the limiting factor is the number of pixels on the
camera’s image.
2. A method of detecting the UGV even with much longer distance needs to be
developed to avoid the loss of detection and limitation of application time zone
since the local weather conditions or obstacles obscure the mark on the UGV and
image based UGV detection limits the usage of this work only during day time.
Combining my method with the use of local terrain landmarks may accomplish
this result.
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CHAPTER 3: ORIENTATION SENSING
Orientation of UAVs with only one magnetic compass can be compensated with an-
other orientation calculated by solar compass using the Three Pixel Theorem (TPT)
when UAVs fly around areas with large magnetic disturbances. Both indoor and out-
door experiments prove that the solar compass works much better than the magnetic
compass in the aspect of linearity of the data.
3.1 Background and Motivation
Historically, for the classical celestial navigation methods, some great inventions
have to be mentioned. Sextants [67] and Astrolabes [68] were invented for measuring
the angle of a celestial body above the horizon and calculating the desired location
and direction information differentially. In modern life, I require much more accurate
and stable navigation methods since flying objects, such as UAV is getting being a
necessary item which a nation, a company, and a person should possess in order to
utilize in a variety of fields. Having a precise controllability of UAV will certainly
revolutionize the life of modern human in the aspect of tremendous applications of
UAV. To achieve fully autonomous UAV, it should be able to precisely fly over as-
signed paths to perform various missions which is guaranteed by having precise system
models, reliable orientation, and position estimation of UAV. Unfortunately, none of
these three categories are promised during UAV flights due to heavily disturbed mag-
netometer sensor and GPS sensor. These issues are attempted to be solved by using
magnetic compass integrated with solar compass.
Section 3.2 explains overall methods of using azimuth, zenith, and sun vector to
invent a solar commpass. Section 3.3 shows indoor and outdoor experiment results
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of both the magnetometer and solar compasses. Section 3.4 contains the conclusion
and future works.
3.2 Magnetic Compass Integrated with Solar Compass
Most of vessels and planes use means of compasses, GPS compass; fluxgate com-
pass, electro-magnetic resistors, and gyro compass, which work independently to de-
termine direction and heading to avoid some erroneous data flows under unexpected
situation. In a similar way, orientation of ARdrone is compensated with solar com-
pass. Although the earth’s magnetic field can provide a magnetic compass for de-
termining orientations, it may be susceptible to underground iron bearing minerals
or other electronic device if there is no any appropriate electromagnetic protection.
Many researches have been done to control a quadrotor, but it does not work well
in urban environment where full of magnetic disturbance exist. Without knowing
accurate orientation, it will be much harder for a quadrotor to track given paths.
So, magnetic compass integrated with solar compass is proposed to be used to de-
termine orientation of UAV when local weather condition is sunny. In fact, spherical
sundials were built in medieval times for precise calibration of the calendar, and the
determination of latitude and longitude. These were large structures that provided
great precision for their times. In my work, I have aimed to replicate their accuracy
with smaller components with dynamic platforms in mind. To achieve this goal, I
designed and built an innovative hemispherical structure with light sensors arranged
in an array of different positions. As the sun, moon and stars are far away from us,
their light can be seen as parallel rays from a source. Depending upon the orientation
of each sensing element, it receives a different intensity of incident light. Using signals
from at least three sensors, I can obtain the relative orientation to the sun in terms
of the Azimuth and Zenith angles.
From the observer’s perspective, the sun’s relative orientation can be determined
by two angles Azimuth and Zenith as shown in Figure 3.1. Azimuth is defined as
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a horizontal angle measured clockwise from any fixed reference plane. Zenith is the
direction pointing directly above a particular location. Since a sun vector is unique for
a specific location at specific time, so it is possible to use an accurate clock and location
information (Latitude and Longitude from GPS) to determine a specific sun vector.
Time and location or the sun-vector, either of them can be mathematically calculated
given the other. The astronomical knowledge needed to do this has been available for
centuries. In this work, I perform these computations in real time using widely known
algorithms [69, 70]. Most of these algorithms have achieved uncertainties of ±0.01◦,
even with±0.0003◦ in calculating solar Zenith and Azimuth angles. Figure 3.2 shows a
MATLABr interface for calculating and showing the sun vector. The north direction
is zero for Azimuth and clockwise is positive. A direction which is vertical to the level
is 90 degree for Zenith. For instance, Figure 3.2 shows a particular location at Purdue
University has a sun vector of about [Azimuth,Zenith] = [214.7◦, 42.5◦] at the time
of March 16th, 2012, 14 : 35 : 21(UTC − 5). Since I intend to build a solar compass,
only Azimuth angle of the calculated sun vector is needed. Once a standard Azimuth
angle of a sun vector is defined, it can be compared with the sun’s Azimuth angle
from the UAV’s perspective. The difference between these two angles indicates an
orientation which I can use as a compass. For example, if a standard Azimuth angle
of the sun is 150◦ clockwise to the north and the observer gets an Azimuth angle of
a sun vector which is 30◦ clockwise from his facing direction, then this indicates that
observer is (150◦ − 30◦) = 120◦ clockwise to the north.
Figure 3.1.Azimuth, Zenith, and Sun vector.
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Figure 3.2.GUI for sun vector calculation.
To calculate the sun vector from UAV’s perspective, Three Pixel Theorem (TPT)
[71] can be uses. According to TPT, the sun vector can be determined by drawing a
sphere inside the hemisphere using three pixel positions and the origin of the hemi-
sphere as shown in Figure 3.3 and the sun vector, ~r0, can be derived as Equation
3.1,







where −→r0 which is the sun vector(∈ R3), A, and b are defined as
A =
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Then I can calculate orientation of ARdrone by using r0 as shown in Figure 3.4
and Equation 3.2.
Figure 3.4.Azimuth angle calculation.































+ 270◦, (x0 < 0, y0 ≥ 0) .
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3.3 Experiment
Least Square Estimation (LSE) method is applied to real application using a
hemispherical array of 9 light intensity sensors (CdS photoconductive cells) as shown
in Figure 3.5 attached on the ARdrone to obtain a sun’s Azimuth angle from UAV’s
perspective as shown in Figure 3.6. When those light sensors are under the sunshine,
each sensor receives different amount of light depend on their position vectors and a
sun vector, and this information is used for calculating the sun vector.
3.3.1 Indoor Experiment
To do experiment inside the lab, a desk lamp is used as the fake sun which is set
to direct South as shown in Figure 3.7(a). With this experiment setup, Azimuth can
be calculated as shown in Figure 3.7(b).
Figure 3.5.CdS photoconductive cells.
Experiment results are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8. This experiment is per-
formed by spinning ARdrone from 0◦ to 360◦ with 30◦ step. According to Figure 3.8,
solar compass is more robust than the magnetic compass in the aspect of straightness.
Magnetic compass is quite unreliable due to unknown magnetic field disturbance since
the experiments are performed in lab where various electronic devices are located.
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(a) Overall system of ARdrone. (b) 9 hemispherical light sensors set up.
Figure 3.6.CdS photoconductive cells fusion on ARdrone.
(a) ARdrone on a compass drawn on a
white paper with a fake sun.
(b) Azimuth calculation.
Figure 3.7.Solar compass test setup.
3.3.2 Outdoor Experiment
Outdoor experiment is performed by flying ARdrone straightly for about 20m
at Squirrel Park located at the south west of Purdue University as shown in Figure
3.9(a,b). The location of the Squirrel Park is [longitude, latitude, altitude] = [-
86.931821◦, 40.423450◦, 188.14m].
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Table 3.1Comparison results of the solar and magnetic compasses (unit: degree, MSE:
Mean Square Error).
Expected Solar MSE Magnetic MSE
Azimuth compass (Solar) Compass (Magnetic)
0 0.05 0 41.3 1702.4
30 45 225 58.7 824.3
60 67.5 56.3 72.9 166.4
90 112.5 506.3 88.4 2.7
120 108.5 131.3 104.5 241.2
150 154.7 22 123.2 720.4
180 183 8.8 177.1 8.6
210 232.1 486.2 182.5 756.8
240 263.2 537.8 297 3250.1
270 292.5 506.3 343.9 5458.3
300 300.7 0.5 5.2 4247.1
330 315 225 24.3 2946.3
225.4 1693.7
Figure 3.8.Azimuth comparison between solar and magnetic compass.
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(a) Outdoor test 1.
(b) Outdoor test 2.
Figure 3.9.UAV is flying straightly along the green line on the ground for 20m.
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(a) Outdoor test result 1.
(b) Outdoor test result 2.
(c) Outdoor test result 3.




Two methods, solar compass and magnetic compass, to improve the orientation
of UAV were studied. Solar compass is designed and compared with Magnetic com-
pass which brought conclusion that Solar compass works much better than Magnetic
compass when good weather condition is allowed according to both the indoor and
outdoor experiments. Although solar compass worked better than magnetic compass
at this time, this will not be the case all the time due to the whether conditions.
Therefore, logical algorithms will be needed to integrate these two compasses to-
gether. As I have seen in the experiments, relying only on a magnetic compass could
bring wrong maneuver of UAV, so it should be avoided as much as possible. Appli-
cations of my hemispherical solar sensor are broad and flexible. It can be used in
solar electricity generation field which can help the solar panels point to the sun and
receive maximum sun light.
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CHAPTER 4: UAV AVAILABILITY
I develop a wireless, contact free power transfer mechanism that is safer than the direct
metallic contact and robust to imperfect alignment on landing at the base station.
A magnetic field is created using inductors on both the transmitting and receiving
sides. I use the inductive wireless recharging to increase autonomy and decrease the
sensor interference by reducing the inductor loop size. By locating four independent
small receiver loops and corresponding four circuits around the quad-rotor UAV, I
can increase safety from circuit malfunctions in comparison to the use of just one
loop. In addition, more loops permit larger current flow which brings more efficient
power transfers. On the base station, four folding robotic bars are used to realign the
receiver loops over the transmitter loops. After adequate recharging as measured by
battery voltages or power consumption at the base station, the UAV sends a signal
to the base station to open the robotic bars to fly away.
4.1 Background and Motivation
Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise significant performance and
safety improvements to routine tasks such as inspection, surveillance, and policing,
but limited battery power constrains the extent and autonomy of these tasks at
present. As of today, batteries are the major problem for UAVs to travel long dis-
tances. At least half of the energy in the battery must be saved to travel back to
the launch site for recharging which is again time-consuming. In general, there are
two methods to provide a fully charged battery to a UAV; recharging or replacing
on site. The concept of replacing the battery was previously performed [72–74], but
this method is not preferred since the battery replacing mechanism would have to be
different in each case depending on the type of UAV which is very inefficient.
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In addition to the final choice of the recharging method, the actual method of
how to recharge the battery is a big issue. Due to safety concerns, metal contacts to
the UAV [75] might be a bad choice depending on weather conditions (rain or snow).
Also, it assumed that UAVs can land exactly on the ground station with the help of
a Vicon camera system which gives the exact position data of both the UAV and the
ground station, but I should acknowledge that the Vicon camera system cannot be
used outside and instead GPS sensors should be used by taking into account some
intrinsic position errors. In this case, wireless power transfer is more appropriate since
it is safer and manageable for misaligned landing and one possible method to transfer
power to the UAV is using the inductive wireless power transfer. This method can
be established without any direct contact between the ground station and the UAV.
Since it can transfer energy as long as the receiver loops and transmitter loops are
located within a certain boundary, so I have a higher freedom of maneuvering the
UAV to land on the right spot. In addition, although one big inductive loop can be
attached to the UAV by encircling it, such a loop around the UAV may interfere with
other electronic components of the UAV due to the appearance of heavy magnetic
fields. Using several small induction loops around the UAV can solve the problem
instead.
In general, there are three wireless recharging methods; laser powering, Radio
Frequency (RF) powering, and inductive couple powering. Laser powering method
was invented half a century ago by William C. Brown [76, 77] and has been recently
applied to real life thanks to powerful, efficient and inexpensive laser diodes. However,
it has a serious problem regarding safety of human eyes even though extensive research
and experiments have been conducted [57–59]. RF powering has a wider range of
working area but it is very inefficient in the close distance compared to inductive
coupling since a ground station needs a more sophisticated design due to Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) regulation. The regulation states that the RF
range of frequency must be within the enclosed area for safety concerns with cellular
phone. In that sense, the Inductive coupling method has more advantages for UAV
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autonomous operations the reason being that it is simpler, cheaper, and an efficient
way to recharge batteries on UAVs.
Section 4.2 explains the design of the wireless charging system using the inductors.
Section 4.3 describes the autolanding system design for the UAV and section 4.4
explains the design of the Unmanned Ground Station (UGS). Section 4.5 shows the
calculation of total system efficiency. Section 4.6 shows the experimental results and
section 4.7 contains the conclusion of this chapter.
4.2 Transmitter and Receiver Loop Design
Most of the time, researchers use a single pair of transmitter and receiver inductors
for wireless power transfer for UAVs [78, 79]. However, using several small loops can
ensure safe wireless power transfer with four independent power receiving circuits
compared to the single circuit from the circuit malfunction. Beside, these smaller
loops create less interference with other sensors on board by distributing magnetic
fields.
The inductive coupling system (Figure 4.1) consists of two main parts; the trans-
mitter side and the receiver side. Transmitter side contains a power source, an oscil-
lator, a power amplifier, and an inductor. At the receiving side, there are a receiving
inductor, a rectifier, a voltage regulator or a limiter, a battery adapter, and a battery
on the UAV. On the transmitter side, DC power source from walls is converted into
an AC signal using an oscillator where the power from wall charger can be replaced by
wind turbines and/or solar panels. The AC signal is amplified by the power amplifier
to increase power, then the AC signal is applied to the transmitting inductor. On
the receiver side, the receiver inductor which is the same size with the transmitter
inductor takes current from transmitter side and converts back to DC with a Villiard
voltage doubler. Since the rectified voltage is too high, a zener diode is used to reduce
the input voltage. Here, the zener diode is used to reduce the power consumption





Figure 4.1.Transmitter and receiver of the wireless charging system.
Inductive coupling loses most of its energy to the air during the wireless power
transfer process, so the efficiency decreases significantly as the distance between the
transmitting and receiving loops increases. Therefore it is essential to place two
inductors closely and to have an ideal alignment to achieve the highest efficiency.
The following sections for transmitter and receiver loop design are done with the
following design constraints; 4 pairs of transmitter and receiver loops are used; a LiPo
battery has properties of 1000mAh, 11.1V , and maximum charging rate of 1A; radius
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of each loop is 4cm; number of turns of each loop is 6; total weight of loops should
be less than 250g.
4.2.1 Inductance
Most small size UAVs have limited allowable space and weight load to attach
inductors around the body. The radius of loop is predetermined as 4cm to satisfy
space allowance around the UAV. The number of turns of the receiving loop is set to
be 6 as additional design constraint. With the given conditions, the inductance, L,
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, (4.1)
where µ0 is a magnetic constant (4pi x 10
−7H/m), r is loop radius (m), N is a
number of turns of loop, c is wire radius (m), and Y ∈ {0, 0.25}. Y is 0 when the
current is uniformly distributed over the surface of the wire (skin effect) and is 0.25
when the current is uniformly distributed over the cross section of the wire [80]. So,
the loop has L value as,








However, simulation using ANSYS HFSS shows that inductance changes as fre-
quency increases (Figure 4.2(a)) and the inductance when frequency is 12MHz is
about 5µH. 12MHz is selected for safety issue from possible sparkling since sparkling
minimizes at high frequencies. In contrast to the inductance values from theoretical
(Equation 4.2) and simulation (Figure 4.2(a)) results, 6.6µH is measured by exper-
iments. The difference might be come from the PVC cover around the wire which
blocks the wireless power transfer.
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4.2.2 Mutual Inductance
Mutual inductance, M , determines how much electromagnetic field is created
by the primary loop. The transmitting loop produces an electromagnetic field that
inducts current flows to the receiving loop with alternating current. If the mutual
inductance becomes large, then the coupling coefficient becomes large as well. This





where N1 is a number of turns in loop 1, N2 is a number of turns in loop 2, A is
a cross sectional area (m2), and l is a loop length/width of loop in total (m). Mu-
tual inductance is affected greatly by the vertical distance between the loops (Figure
4.2(b)). Since the mutual inductance drastically drops after about 1cm distance, 1cm
gap is used as the maximum gap between two loops to design the locations of the
transmitter loop on the UGS and the receiver loop on the UAV.
4.2.3 Transmitter Loop
An AC signal generator is required to make AC from DC for the inductor. To make
an AC signal, crystal oscillator is chosen. IRF510 MOSFET ($0.96 [82]) is selected for
the power amplifier since commercial power amplifiers are too expensive. To achieve
a current close to 1A, about 30V with 1A is required to IRF510 MOSFET. It is
better to use IRF510 MOSFET rather than IRFZ44 since IRF510 MOSFET operates
at lower temperature. A heat sink is attached to MOSFET to ensure a working
temperature.
4.2.4 Receiver Loop
AC signal needs to be converted back to DC to charge the battery and a Villiard
voltage doubler which is composed with 1N4148 is used to rectify the AC to DC.
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Then, a Zener diode (1N5248) is used to replace a voltage limiter at 18V which is
required to charge the UAV battery. I choose a Zener diode since it operates with
smaller power compared to a voltage regulator chip and adds simplicity to the circuit
design. The receiving loop is designed to be identical to the transmitting loop due
to space and weight load limit of the UAV. I plot 20 data of the vertical distances
(Figure 4.2(c)) and horizontal distances (Figure 4.2(d)) and corresponding voltage
changes. To see the effect of neighbor transmitter loops as a receiver loop horizontally
moves, two transmitters are put with 24cm gap (Figure 4.3(a)). Results show that
receiving voltage drops drastically when vertical distance is 2.5cm and horizontal
distance is 2cm. The slight increase at the horizontal distance of 8cm happens when
the boundary of receiver loop is directly above the boundary of transmitter loop. Also,
since the loops are horizontally aligned with 24cm distance, I need to study the power
transfer rate at the middle point. At 12cm of horizontal distance, 0V is measured and
it demonstrates that none of the loops are electromagnetically overlapped. So, I can
assume that the other three transmitter loops do not transfer power to the receiver
what I am looking at.
4.2.5 Loop Efficiency
When 27.62V and 0.957A (26.43W ) is supplied on the transmitter side, 176V with
0.02A (3.52W ) is detected on the receiver side with a resistance of 50Ω. So, the loop
efficiency is determined by comparing the input power to the output power; primary
to secondary loop has 13.32% efficiency; total system has 7.85%. System efficiency
of 7.85% is measured with a 50Ω resistor after the rectifier and voltage limiter. The
main reason of efficiency drop is due to the weakly coupled inductors. The majority
of energy loss within the designed circuit takes place between the two loops and this
problem can be complemented by putting a ferromagnetic core in the transmitter side
to increase the magnetic field through the air and UGS acrylic cover.
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(a) Frequency Vs. Inductance. (b) Vertical distance between loops Vs. Mu-
tual inductance.
(c) Vertical distance and corresponding
voltage changes.
(d) Horizontal distance and corresponding
voltage changes.
Figure 4.2.Change of inductance and mutual inductance and voltage change corre-
sponding to vertical and horizontal distance change.
4.3 UAV Autolanding Design
4.3.1 Position Controller Design
On reaching the destination, the UAV flies around the area according to a spiral
pattern. When the landing mark is detected, the UAV stops and hovers over it using
simple PID controller [83] to minimize the distance between the center of image frame
and the center of detected mark. The distance between the UAV and UGS (L2 in
Figure 4.3(a)) can be calculated using L2 =
l2L1
l1
where l1 is an image length of the
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side of the square mark, l2 is an image length from the image center to UGV center,










where Ix is a width of image frame, Iy is a height of image frame, and ci is the
position coordinate of each corner of the mark. So the real distance between the UAV
and UGS becomes
L2 =





Then, when L2 becomes less than or equal to a specific threshold, it means the
UAV is hovering right above the center of UGS. To filter out any possible image
processing error, the mark needs to stay detected for a certain number of iterations.
If not, the detected mark is declared as an error and the automatic landing algorithm
restarts.
4.3.2 Attitude Controller Design
While the position controller maneuvers the UAV to the center of UGS, the atti-
tude controller needs to align inductors between receiver loops and transmitter loops.
Since 3-axis magnetometers are used both the UAV and UGS, I know both the UAV
yaw angle (ψUAV ) and the UGS yaw angle (ψUGS). So, the amount of rotation for
the UAV (| ψr |) and the direction of rotation (∠ψr) can be determined as
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(a) UAV hovering above the UGS. (b) Detected mark located within the
UAV camera view.
(c) Flow chart of the UAV
control algorithm.
Figure 4.3.UAV autonomous operation.


































 CCW if ψi > 0,CW otherwise.
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When the position error (epos) and the yaw angle error (eyaw) become less than
certain thresholds, the UAV starts to descend and lands on the UGS.
4.4 UGS System Design
MediaTek MT3329 GPS sensor is used to send the location of UGS to UAV, but
this sensor has a horizontal position accuracy as low as 3.0m Circular Error Probable
(CEP) (50%). To compensate this, multiple GPS sensors are used to increase position
accuracy by locating at Lbar distance (2m) away from the center of UGS (Figure 4.4)
with the concept of Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) as [55],




































where Pi is the ith GPS data, m is the total number of GPS sensors, n is the total
number of data collected at one position, Rz(θ) is the rotation matrix where θ can
be calculated as θ = 2pi
m
, wi,k is the weight of ith GPS sensor at data sample k where
k can be calculated as k = 1
(di,k)
g , di,k is the distance between a center of enough
number to data to the kth data of ith GPS sensor, and g is a degree.
When the degree g is set to be zero, WCL becomes Centroid Localization (CL).
Estimated locations of the other GPS sensors except the reference GPS sensor are
moved using rotation matrix about P to near the reference GPS sensor, and then
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Figure 4.4.UGS with multiple GPS sensors.
I average those to calculate the improved location of the reference GPS sensor. In
addition, past q number of GPS data are used to improve the current GPS data and













where q is the number of past GPS data considered for RHC and n is an integer


















Even if the UAV comes near the UGS using its own and UGS GPS data, the
UAV is not able to precisely land on UGS due to the inherent errors of GPS sensors.
Therefore, the UAV should have a method to detect the exact location of the UGS
and land on it without any collisions. One solution for this problem is to use marks as
indications of the UGS. An example is using the NyARToolkit [60]. With the help of
the NyARToolkit algorithm, black square marks on the UGS can be detected visually
and the positions of the four corners of the square mark can be obtained which are
used to guide the UAV. Once the UAV detects the mark, the UAV lands on the UGS.
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The landing of UAV can be detected using two different types of sensors. Two Passive
InfraRed (PIR) motion sensors and four Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) sensors are
placed on the UGS to detect the landing of the UAV. The FSR sensor used can sense
weights in the range of 100g to 10kg.
For smooth movements of the UAV and UGS robotic bars, PololuTM ball casters
are used at each of UAV legs and UGS robotic bars. To choose appropriate type of
servo motors for the movements of four robotic bars, I need to consider the stall torque
of servo motors and the friction force of ball casters attached on the UAV and UGS
bars. Commercial servo motors which are widely used with Arduino microcontroller
have a feature of stall torque with an unit of kg · cm. With this stall torque (Ts),
stall force (Fs), and a robotic bar length (lbar), I can represent stall torque as Ts = gx
where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.807m/s2) and x is the servo torque (kg·m).
Then, the stall force applying at the end of the robotic bar (Figure 4.5) is
Figure 4.5.Calculation of required torque for a robotic bar.






In Equation 4.11, the total robotic bar length is used since the maximum torque
occurs at the end of robotic bar. To move the UAV, I should satisfy Fs > Ff , so
g
lbar
x > max{Ff,uav cosα + Ff,bar}. (4.12)
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With the frictions of ball casters µbar and µuav, I can derive
x > lbarmax{µuavmuav cosα + µbarmbar}. (4.13)
By assuming that µ = µuav = µbar and the fact that the maximum friction occurs
when α is zero, the above equation becomes
x > lbarµ(muav +mbar). (4.14)
By substituting the measured data (lbar = 0.61m, µ = 0.5, muav = 0.536kg, and
mbar = 0.025kg), Equation 4.14 becomes x > 0.1711kg · m. Therefore, I need to
choose servo motors which has larger than 17.11kg · cm output torque. The UGS
operation is shown in Figure 4.6.
(a) Initial position of the UGS. (b) Final position of the UGS.
(c) Flow chart of the UGS
control algorithm.
Figure 4.6.UGS autonomous operation.
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4.5 Total System Efficiency
The Friis transmission equation [84] explains the transmitted energy from the
























, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
where ER is the energy received in the UAV, ET,i is the energy transmitted from
the ith transmitter loop attached on the UGS, α is an overall efficiency degradation
rate caused from other than transmitter and receiver loops, GT and GR are the
transmitting and receiving gains, λ is the microwave wavelength in meters [85], c is the
speed of light (3E8 m/s), f is the frequency of the single-tone signal, R is the vertical
distance between transmitter and receiver, n is the total number of transmitter or
receiver loops, β is an energy transfer coefficient between the transmitter loop and the
receiver loop dependent on the distance between two loops, li is a distance between
Ti and Ri, Ti is the location of the ith transmitter loop, Ri is the location of the ith
receiver loop, h is the center of rotation, and θh is the amount of rotation (Figure
4.7(a)). The h exists since the polygon shape consisted of T1, T2, . . . , Tn is designed to
exactly match with R1, R2, . . . , Rn to maximize efficiency. Since transmitted energies

































, is 0.0785, a governing equation for the β can be found by considering one
pair of loops (n = 1), applied voltage (VT = 17.89V ), received voltage (Figure 4.2(d)),

























and β can be plotted with changing horizontal distance (li = {0cm, 0.5cm, . . . , 3cm})
(Figure 4.7(b)).
(a) Misalignment between the UAV
and UGV.
(b) Experiment results to calculate β.
Figure 4.7.Misalignment and corresponding β value change.
Since the governing equation of β can be expressed with a linear equation as
βi = 0.1899li − 0.0982, Equation 4.17 can be rewritten for the application of four






























)−2‖Ti,h‖ sin( θh2 )
. (4.19)
4.6 Experiments
An AR.Drone [86] designed by Parrot SA company (Figure A.1(b)) is used for ex-
periments by integrating an ArduPilot Mega 2.0 (APM) microcontroller onto the
AR.Drone. AR.Drone is controlled by Processing software on the UGS (Figure
A.1(a)) using Wi-Fi (b,g,n) signals and APM can perform two-way communica-
tion by Arduino software on the UGS using 2.4GHz radio signals (Figure A.1(c)).
AR.Drone System includes an AR.Drone, a MB1200 XL-MaxSonar-EZ0 ultrasonic
range finder, a set of XBee telemetry kit, a AnyVolt Micro Universal DC-DC con-
verter, and ArduPilot Mega 2.0 microcontroller which includes a MediaTek MT3329
GPS, 6-axis accelerometer/gyro, 3-axis magnetometer, and an ultrasonic altimeter.
In addition, AR.Drone itself contains a 6-axis accelerometer/gyro, 3-axis magnetome-
ter, an ultrasonic altimeter, and two cameras (640x480 pixels VGA). One pair of
Accelerometers, gyros, and ultrasound sensors are integrated to achieve better data.
Autonomous recharging operation (Figure 4.9) is performed with an assumption
that the AR.drone already arrives near the UGS. Once automatic landing algorithm
starts, the AR.drone takes off (step 1) and begins surveillance to detect marks at-
tached on the UGS by flying in spiral shapes and maintaining altitude (step 2). Two
different type of marks and a total of five marks are attached on the UGS for the
AR.drone to detect. The first design of one mark is attached at the center of the
UGS and the second design of four marks are distributed around the center. Since
using only one mark at the center does not guarantee for the AR.drone to detect it
due to the video data loss with unreliable Wifi communication, four additional marks
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(a) Ground Station System Set Up. (b) AR.Drone System Set Up (20.7x20.3in
diameter, 536g weight).
(c) Communication Set Up.
Figure 4.8.Experiment set up.
are introduced to increase the chance of detection. Once the AR.drone detects one or
more boundary marks (step 3-4), the AR.drone tries to hover right above the bound-
ary mark (step 5) and searches for a center mark. After the center mark is detected
(step 6), the AR.drone uses the center coordinates of the image frame and the center
coordinates of the center mark to let the AR.drone land on the UGS (step 7). Once
landed, four bars on the UGS move in and position the AR.drone to the center (step
8) and the charging operation starts (step 9). Once charging is finished, the four bars
retract (step 10) and the AR.drone leaves the UGS.
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(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2.
(c) Step 3. (d) Step 4.
(e) Step 5. (f) Step 6.
(g) Step 7. (h) Step 8.
(i) Step 9. (j) Step 10.
Figure 4.9.Automatic charging operation using AR.drone.
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(a) Charging works given valid distance. (b) Charging fails given beyond distance.
(c) Simulated Magnetic field (side view).
Figure 4.10.Wireless charging demonstration using four transmitters and four re-
ceivers.
With input voltage 27.62V and current 0.957A, charging starts (Figure 4.10(c))
when transmitters and receivers are close enough (red led lights on the AR.drone
Charger turn on). However, when transmitters and receivers are placed beyond a
certain distance, charging stops (Figure 4.10(b)). In addition, magnetic fields around
each transmitter and receiver are simulated (Figure 4.10(d)). A video with detailed
explanation is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzjDokU7YfA.
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4.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I designed a wireless charging station for AR.drone. Four trans-
mitters send enough voltage and current to four receivers and a battery on AR.drone
is successfully charged with the total system efficiency of 7.85%. In addition, an
automatic landing algorithm for AR.drone also works fine using image detection al-
gorithm to allow it to autonomously land. In the future, improved operation will
be tested outside using GPS sensors. AR.drone will be placed some distance away
from the UGS, then the UAV will be maneuvered to fly to the UGS and landed on it
autonomously by considering the wind effect as well. A wind turbine and/or a solar
panel will be integrated to operate outside without any wired power source. Also,
to increase system power transfer efficiency, circuits driven with several MOSFETs
will be integrated since the heat loss may linearly reduce as the number of MOSFET
increases. Also, inductors with low resistance will be used to provide better power
transfer from one side to the other.
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CHAPTER 5: MAP UNCERTAINTY, ERROR
PROPAGATION, AND ALGORITHMIC ROBUSTNESS
Highly automated mission planning for UAV brings almost proportional amount of
error propagation and breaking this proportionality is a puzzling paradox. To pre-
vent the domination of errors in developing fully autonomous UAV systems, accurate
investigation of each error source should be performed. This chapter inquires into
possible error sources in autonomous UAV systems for the simplest mission plan,
trajectory generation of a single UAV. This chapter gives an idea to UAV system
developers to evolve current remote piloted vehicle concept UAV to fully autonomous
UAV with robustness.
5.1 Background and Motivation
As Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) technologies evolve, the mission planning
tends to be automated with less operators [23]. This automated mission planning
might give some feasible solutions to missions, but these feasible solutions may in-
volve possible crashes without considering the robustness of automated processes
since there are many unexpected situations such as high tension wires, trees, smoke
plumes, suspended sand, birds/insects, other UAVs, cold, heat, icing, rain, fog, sleet,
snow, hail, air pocket, wind, wind shear, and so on [87]. To verify robustness of
the automated processes, I should investigate algorithmic errors that appear in every
automated process in mission planning, environmental disturbances such as weather,
system limitation, and system malfunctions, so that I can use the error propagation
rate to avoid unexpected collisions.
Automated algorithmic processes used in this chapter were developed in a previous
paper to provide safe flight trajectories for two types of UAVs (fixed-wing and hover-
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able) preventing collisions into static objects [62]. The automated algorithm contains
inner processes of automatic building detection [88], transformation into monochrome
image, corner detection, Voronoi Diagram [89–95], Dijkstra [96, 97], multiple Travel-
ing Salesman Problem (mTSP) [98, 99], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [100–103], and so
on. Unfortunately, the algorithms will be refused to be used in real environment
without detailed investigation since the algorithm contains some amount of inherent
errors and accumulation of these errors might result unsafe flight trajectories. So, it
is important to investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm thoroughly.
Concerning the environmental disturbances (mostly wind disturbances), S. Jack-
son proposed a spatial sliding mode controller and a receding sliding mode controller
to compensate for the 2D wind effect [104]. According to the flight experiment re-
sults, the kinodynamic controller resulted about 20% less mean sensor path error with
almost same standard deviation than the sliding mode controller. Also, T. Shima pre-
sented the transformation of inputs from no-wind to wind scenario with associated
transient response [23]. Including the previous two research works, most researchers
deal with the wind effect by including constant or sinusoidal wind velocity, vwind, in
the vehicle dynamic equation.
Most UAVs possess propulsion systems such as propellers or engines which require
fuels in the form of gas, electricity, hydrogen, hybrid, and so on. Due to the limita-
tion of fuel carriage, appropriate consideration on fuel state should be investigated
to operate UAV as a part of health monitoring [75]. J. Smith took into account the
fuel rate for the fuzzy priority for helping the requester [87]. Also, for swarming
operations using multiple UAVs, updating overall system health information is vital
to avoid possible collisions. Specifically, persistent surveillance using group health
management is accomplished using MIT RAVEN testbed [105] by considering uncer-
tain fuel usage dynamics [106–108]. Due to the significance of the subject, robustness
analysis based on the fuel state of the proposed algorithm of this chapter is separated
from here.
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In my work, I investigate the error propagation in each step in the hierarchy
of mission planning, and integrate those errors to get an overall error. Then, with
the analyzed overall errors, I present a method to choose safe buffer zone size of
static objects. The combinatorial explosion of error propagation is possible when the
maximum errors from each step are integrated, but it is unusual case. In this chapter,
I focus on the error propagation of the normal case and my approach to decomposing
the problem and error propagation can give specific guarantees for specific accuracy of
the maps or measurements if there are normal errors propagation. To accomplish the
goal, I introduce the overall hierarchy of mission planning in section 5.2, investigate
error propagations in each step of the hierarchy in section 5.3, comparison between
pure and error dominated mission planning hierarchy in section 5.4 , and finally
present concluding remarks and future works in section 5.5.
5.2 Hierarchy of Mission Planning
UAV path planning using GA based mTSP was solved in a previous work where
scalability of autonomous UAV was attempted but not robustness [62]. Robustness of
the automated UAV mission planning on a given geometry can be proved by analyzing
disjointed error propagations at each step since each algorithm runs independently,
in series, and in one direction (Figure 5.1).
Overall, there are five major disturbances in mission planning; photograph error,
corner detection error, combinatorial error, vehicle dynamic error, and environmental
disturbances. Due to these errors and disturbances, the trajectory generated at the
end of the mission planning hierarchy does not guarantee the UAVs’ crash avoidance.
However, if the amount of error propagation in the mission hierarchy can be estimated,
I can minimize UAV collision rate by choosing appropriate size of the buffer zone
around buildings (Figure 5.2(d)) and also reduce misdetection rate of the building
and corner detection processes by assigning appropriate number of human operators.
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Figure 5.1.Hierarchy of mission planning.
(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.
(d) Step 4. (e) Step 5. (f) Step 6.
(g) Step 7. (h) Step 8.
Figure 5.2.Processes to generate a trajectory of a single UAV.
5.3 Disjunction of Algorithmic Error
5.3.1 Step 1: Photograph Error
The hierarchy of mission planning (Figure 5.1) starts with a given satellite pho-
tograph extracted from Google Earth (Figure 5.2(a)). Most of pure Google Earth
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photographs are taken by WorldView I and II satellites designed by DigitalGlobe and
have the resolution up to 50cm [109], but Google Earth itself which uses 436 control
points has much worse positional accuracy of 39.7m RMSE (0.4m < error < 171.7m)
[110, 111]. Some research works propose a method to use georeferencing to increase
the data point accuracy to a positional accuracy of 5-6m [110]. The georeferencing
method uses the recorded GPS coordinate data at each corner of the map snapshot
using Garmin eTrex summit HC handheld GPS unit to match with the composite
satellite map. The positional accuracy of 5-6m is mostly due to the device used for
the experiments, Garmin eTrex summit HC handheld GPS unit, and it also means
that I can increase the accuracy by using a GPS device with higher accuracy. For
instance, if I use a Sokkia GSR2700 ISX for the georeferencing, I will be able to
achieve an accuracy upto 1.5m CEP [112,113] and I use this accuracy for the rest of
this chapter with an assumption that the area where I want to perform surveillance
is well known beforehand.
The mission hierarchy (Figure 5.1) uses a constant buffer size, c, to avoid possible
vehicle crashes, so I can set c as 1.5m as the buffer zone size. However, there are
still 50% of chance to have data collected from the outside of a circle with 1.5m
radius, so I need to increase the buffer zone size to be c = 1.5Nph where Nph is a
safety factor for the photograph error. For instance, if I use Nph = 2, then my buffer
zone size will be 3m. To be conservative, I would be better to choose as large Nph
as possible, but the introduction of the large safety factor also brings some detours
in the original trajectories requiring more fuel consumption (Nph ∝ Nf , where Nf
is the total amount of fuel consumption (unit: kg)). Therefore, it will be necessary
to have appropriate decision making to maximize the safety and minimize the fuel
consumption.
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5.3.2 Step 2: Building Detection Error
The latest automated building extraction algorithm using IKONOS images [114]
has 83.2% building detection rates thanks to the IKONOS satellite which has 1m
or slightly better spatial resolution. To increase the building detection rate, I can
run the algorithm n times on the same surveillance region so that I can decrease the
amount of undetected building as (1 − 0.832)n = 0.168n. For instance, for a region
with 15 buildings (Figure 5.2(a)), the automated building extraction algorithm might
miss to detect in the amount of 15 · 0.168 = 2.52 buildings, but the number of missed
buildings might be decreased as 15 · 0.1682 = 0.42 buildings if I run the algorithm
two times and so on.
5.3.3 Step 3: Corner Detection Error
Corner detection algorithm was greatly enhanced up to 98.14% by using adaptive
threshold and dynamic Region of Support (ROS) to take into account both global
and local curvature of corners [115]. Since the coordinates of the extracted buildings
are transformed into MATLABr using the corner detection algorithm (Figure 5.1(c)),
accurate detection of obstacle corners is as important as the detection of obstacles to
avoid possible collisions. With detected corners, I draw a polygon which wraps the
poorly detected edges (Figure 5.3(e)). The corner detection algorithm is not efficient
to detect buildings with curvatures and it results about 96.16% correctness (that is,
3.84% error) on wrapping the buildings (Figure 5.4) in respect of,
Corner detection rate =
Area of the correctly detected buildings
Area of the total buildings
. (5.1)
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(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.
(d) Step 4. (e) Step 5. (f) Step 6.
Figure 5.3.Processes to detect buildings with 2m buffer zone size.
Figure 5.4.Wrapping the detected buildings with 2m buffer zone size.
5.3.4 Step 5: Combinatorial Error
Three sources of the combinatorial error in the Voronoi diagram algorithm are
proposed [116]; distance error (due to the incorrect depth comparison of a pixel);
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resolution error (due to the coarse discrete sampling); Z-buffer precision error (due to
the precision limitations of bits in graphic systems). With an assumption that there
is no Z-buffer precision error, the error bound can be expressed as
dist(P,A) ≤ dist(P,B) + 2ε, (5.2)
where dist(P,A) is the distance from the center of pixel P to the site A and ε is









where α is the acute angle of the isosceles triangles (1024× 1024 has 85 triangles)
and R is the radius of the cone (max distance between site and sample point) as
shown in Figure 5.5, I can calculate  as
(a) ”A single triangle of the meshed point dis-
tance function cone. α is the angle we wish to
maximize, R is the radius of the cone (max dist
between site and sample pt), and ε is the max
error.”
(b) ”The per-feature Voronoi diagram of a
quadrilateral (left). The corresponding dis-
tance mesh (right).”













So, I can get to the conclusion that  is small enough to be ignored even if R is
several hundred meters. This brings the fact that the combinatorial error in Step 5
which is mainly caused by the Voronoi diagram algorithm can be ignored.
5.3.5 Step 6: Vehicle Dynamic Error
Vehicle dynamic error is really the propagation of sensing error and so I study
how much the sensing error exists in my vehicle dynamic model. The dynamic model
of the UAV used in this chapter [117] considers two more factors compare to the
general UAV dynamic models such as position tracking time constant (τx) and velocity
tracking time constant (τv) which mostly come from the data communication delay.
Introduction of the τx and τv results more realistic vehicle simulation in the sense that
there are normally some amount of communication delay in real life UAV deployment.
The model is proposed as,
xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + Tvc(k), (5.5)











where, xc is the position vector of the UAV (∈ R3), vc is the velocity vector of the
UAV (∈ R3), T is the sampling time, and xrefc is the tracking reference points (∈ R3).
Since there are vehicle dynamic errors in position and velocity terms, Equation 5.5
becomes
xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + δxc(k) + T [vc(k) + δvc(k)] , (5.6)
vc(k + 1) = − T
τxτv









and if I gather the error terms, Equation 5.6 becomes
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xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + Tvc(k) + [δxc(k) + Tδvc(k)] , (5.7)





















Since I am using τx = 0.25s, τv = 0.5s, and T = 0.01s, the amount of errors in
position and velocity become
ep = δxc(k) + 0.01δvc(k), (5.8)
ev = 0.08δxc(k) + 0.98δvc(k),
where, ep represents the position error and ev represents the velocity error. The
nonlinear UAV dynamic model used in this chapter describes the motion of vehicle
well, but errors still appear mostly due to inherent sensor errors.
I investigate errors from MediaTek MT3329 GPS sensor [118] used for acquiring
position data and MPXV7002DP Airspeed sensor [119] used for acquiring velocity
data. The MediaTek MT3329 GPS sensor has horizontal position accuracy as 3m
CEP. With the safety factor for the position error, Npo, I assume the GPS sensor
has 3Npo amount of position error. The MPXV7002DP Airspeed sensor can measure
pressures from -75 to 75kPa with the maximum error of 6.25%. With a simple
calculation, I can find the measurable acceleration range as v˙ = 75 ·1000 ·A/K where
v is velocity in m/s, 1kPa is 1000N/m2, A is area of the pitot tube in m2, and K
is weight of the UAV in kg. With the measured area of the pitot tube [119] (A =
pi(0.00231/2)2 = 4.191 · 10−6m2) and weight of RC UAV Drone [120] (K = 2.7kg), I
can calculate the v˙ as about 0.12m/s2 and so the measurable acceleration range turns
out to be from -0.12 to 0.12m/s2 with a possible error of 0.015m/s2. Since I am more
interested in the position sensor error, I can derive ep using Equation 5.8 as,
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ep = 3Npo + 0.01 · 0.015 = 3Npo + 1.5 · 10−4 ≈ 3Npo. (5.9)
5.3.6 Step 8: Environmental Disturbances
The most prominent environmental disturbance on the UAV flight is the wind
effect. I can add the wind effect to Equation 5.5 as,




where aw represents the amount of UAV acceleration caused by the wind (∈ R3)
and I assume the magnitude of aw is 0.1m/s
2 in this chapter. Wind disturbance
causes the UAV to fly slightly off from each node (Figure 5.6(a-d)) which does not
happen when there is no wind (Figure 5.6(e)). For instance in Figure 5.6(a), the UAV
can follow nodes well when it flies to the north direction since the wind blows to the
north. However, when the UAV flies to the east, the UAV keeps circulating to pass
through the predefined trajectory nodes due to the wind disturbance. Not only the
north direction, but also the south, east, and west directions of wind disturbances
cause similar phenomena. Depends on the direction of the wind, the UAV trajectories
result slight shifts to the direction of the wind as expected.
Overall trajectory error of each wind disturbance direction is calculated by finding
the area between two lines; the predefined trajectory (green nodes) and the actual
UAV trajectory (red lines). The error turns out to be; north direction results 3.3 ±
0.23m; south direction results 2.8 ± 0.19m; east direction results 2.2 ± 0.16m; west
direction results 2.1 ± 0.18m. From this, I can expect that there will be maximum
trajectory error of 3.3± 0.23m due to the wind disturbance.
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(a) When wind blows to the north. (b) When wind blows to the south.
(c) When wind blows to the east. (d) When wind blows to the west.
(e) When wind does not exist.
Figure 5.6.UAV trajectories when wind causes the UAV to accelerate with magnitude
of 0.1m/s2.
5.3.7 Overall Algorithmic Error
All of the individual error can be listed as,
1. Step 1 (photograph error): 1.5Nph RMSE photograph position error (unit: m),
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2. Step 2 (building detection error): 100 · 0.168n% automated building detection
error,
3. Step 3 (corner detection error): 3.84% corner detection error,
4. Step 5 (combinatorial error): No error,
5. Step 6 (vehicle dynamic error): 3Npo position error (unit: m),
6. Step 8 (environmental disturbances): 3.3± 0.23m.
If I choose Nph = 3 and Npo = 2, I have a total error as et1 ≈ 1.5 · 3 + 3 · 2 +
3.3 = 13.8m, where et1 represents the total error of the mission planning hierarchy
(Figure 5.1). However, not only the overall algorithmic error, but I also need to
incorporate UAV system constraints, such as the minimum forward velocity vmin,




, to achieve much safer operation beyond the algorithmic error.
First of all, I give a schematic of the derivation of rmin in Figure 5.7. Here, two
edges intersect at an angle α, b1 is the distance in which the UAV decelerates to its
minimum velocity, and b2 is the distance to the intersection at which it begins to turn
inside circle c2 to avoid collision. Having vmin and vmax is for the application of 1D
optimal control in the mission planning hierarchy (step 6 in Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.7.Minimum radius rmin which allows a fixed-wing UAV to change its direction
without any collision.
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The time for deceleration is td =
vmax−vmin
amax
. Hence, b1 = vmaxtd − 12amaxt2d =
v2max−v2min
2amax
. Tangent lines to the circle c3 result in the distance b2 which is calculated

















. The distance, b2, depends upon α which
is determined by the way points, wi−1, wi, and wi+1. So long as the arc of motion
in Figure 5.7 is within the width of the path between obstacles, i.e. road width








− 1), the turn is traversable. For the
fixed-wing UAV system properties listed in Section 5.4, I can calculate et2 = b1 +b2 =
3.75 + 0.29 = 4.04m with α = 120◦ for the fixed-wing vehicle. Thus the buffer is
clearly dependent upon vehicle dynamics and the sharpest turn I expect the vehicle
to execute.
Therefore, I should use the final buffer zone size as the sum of et1 and et2, that
is, 17.84m for the safest flights. In addition, from step 2 and step 3, I can expect
the sum of the automated building and corner detection errors in percentage as es =
1 − (1 − 100 · 0.1682)(1 − 0.0384) = 0.0655 by choosing n = 2. This brings the
conclusion that the UAV might have collision due to undetected buildings or corners
of buildings with the 7% chance. To avoid the collision, I might need human resource
to eliminate or decrease the misdetection rate.
5.4 Algorithmic Robustness Analysis
All simulations are done with a fixed-wing vehicle flying from the starting lo-
cation, [0,0], to the goal location, [472,808], which has following system properties;
vmin = 0.5m/s, vmax = 2m/s, vinitial = [0, 0, 0]m/s, amax = 0.5m/s, Altitudemin =
3m, Altitudemax = 50m, Altitudenormal = 30m, time step of SIMULINK
r as 0.01s,
τx = 0.25s, and τv = 0.5s. All simulations are done using a desktop with Intel(R)
Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 3.00 GHz Processor, 64-bit Operating System, and 4.00 GB
RAM. In Figure 5.8, red lines represent candidate trajectories and green lines are
selected trajectories for the UAV.
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When the buffer size is increased, some of overlapped obstacles are combined
together (Figure 5.8(b,c)). In contrast to the smaller buffer size, the larger buffer
size eliminates some trajectory candidate lines and this brings different trajectory
outputs compare to the smaller buffer size. The trajectory output of 17.84m (Figure
5.8(c)) guarantees that UAV will be in safe regardless of photograph error (step
1), combinatorial error (step 5), vehicle dynamic error (step 6), and environmental
disturbances (step 8).
(a) UAV trajectories
only with et2 (4.04m)
buffer size.
(b) UAV trajectories
only with et1 (13.8m)
buffer size.
(c) UAV trajectories












with sum of et1 and
et2 (17.84m) buffer
size (Google Earth).
Figure 5.8.Robustness verification by changing the buffer size of buildings (Squirrel
park at Purdue University (lat: 40.422108◦, lon: -86.932187◦)).
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5.5 Concluding Remarks
Error propagation of the proposed automated UAV trajectory generation algo-
rithm is studied. In the mission planning hierarchy, I generally have photograph
error, building detection error, corner detection error, combinatorial error, vehicle
dynamic error, and environmental disturbances. Sum of this overall errors turns
out to be et1 = 13.8m with es = 7% UAV collision rate coming from the misdetec-
tion of buildings or corners of buildings. Also, I introduce additional buffer size of
et2 = 4.04m by incorporating UAV system constraints and so I conclude the final
buffer size as et1 + et2 = 17.84m which guarantees safe flights of the fixed-wing UAV
even if multiple errors are appeared in the automated mission planning algorithm. To
decrease the UAV collision rate coming from the building and corner detection errors,
I need to hire human resources to identify undetected buildings or corners of buildings
during the automated UAV trajectory generation algorithm processes. Identification




CHAPTER 6: MINIMUM TIME INTEGRATED
SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE (ISR)
I developed a toolkit to enable large scale autonomy with guarantees of safe perfor-
mance for UAVs by trading plenteous memory with limited online processing in the
course of automating all of the aspects of mission planning. I combat the complex-
ity and uncertainty of unstructured environments through offline pre-computation,
building in robustness to various uncertainties, and the use of feedback in real-time
operation. I first convert maps into traversability graphs using both map features and
vehicle dynamic constraints through Voronoi type algorithms. Second, I obtain the
geometric paths and the traversal times for all of the shortest paths in the region for
various vehicles using 1-D time optimal control. In both the generation of traversabil-
ity graphs and in 1-D optimal control, I supply safety margins to account for map
and sensor inaccuracy. This converts standard surveillance and search into a multiple
Traveling Salesman Problem (mTSP) for the vehicles over the graphs for minimum
time performance. I develop region division to convert the mTSP for multiple vehicles
into TSPs for individual vehicles depending upon their initial locations–the algorithms
used are NRD (Normal Region Division), GKVRD (Gustafson-Kessel Fuzzy Cluster-
ing with Voronoi Region Division), and KVRD (K-means Clustering with Voronoi
Region Division). I solve these TSPs offline using GAs (Genetic Algorithms) subject
to collision constraints with neighboring regions. I illustrate with some simulations
of real-time operation, including mission changes and vehicle failure.
6.1 Background and Motivation
Operational autonomy for UAVs is the decision making capacity of the UAV to at-
tain operational objectives. As the Level of Operational Autonomy (LOA) increases,
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the uncertainties faced by the vehicle increase combinatorially as does the complexity
of its decision making as seen in Table 6.1 [23].
Table 6.1Level of Operational Autonomy.
LOA Value Function
High 10 Fully Autonomous
Autonomy 9 Battle Space Swarm Cognizance
8 Battle Space Cognizance
7 Battle Space Knowledge
6 Real-Time Multi-Vehicle Cooperation
5 Real-Time Multi-Vehicle Coordination
4 Fault-Event Adaptive Vehicle
3 Robust Response to Real-Time Faults/Events
2 Changeable Mission
Low 1 Execute Preplanned Mission
Autonomy 0 Remotely Piloted Vehicle
The scope and complexity of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) missions have
made autonomous real-time operation in unstructured environments elusive [25,121].
Hence, the dependence on multiple human operators per UAV is perhaps the largest
cost component of operating them [26]. Operator attention and effort are subject
to fatigue and error [27], operators are subject to severe stresses, especially in com-
bat operations, something that can be avoided if tasks are suitably automated [28].
There are many efforts under way to increase the autonomy of UAVs [23, 29, 30].
The difficulties arise from the propagation of several uncertainties, many dynamic,
into the performance of these systems–map errors, modeling errors, sensor errors, er-
rors of actuation, wind gusts, EM and acoustic interference, enemy maneuvers, and
cyberattacks [31]. Arbitrary combinations of these uncertainties make it impossible
to predict the performance of most battlefield systems as they are operated today.
Several research efforts into autonomous systems involve heuristic solutions to combi-
natorial optimization problems that do not supply guarantees in real-time [122], even
if solved in real time [102], where Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were solved on Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Although [98, 100] give a solution for even
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mTSP type problems to minimize mission completion time using modified GA, the
solution achieved is not the best for surveillance in the sense that some routes are
overlapped. However, if the mission is the attacking of targets, the avoidance of route
overlaps is not an important constraint compared to the timing, visitation angle, and
collision avoidance as studied in [101], where GAs are again used for optimization.
In this work, I convert a large class of ISR (Integrated Surveillance and Reconnais-
sance) problems for passive targets in mapped regions to mTSPs (multiple Traveling
Salesman Problem) [99] which are solved offline to provide several alternative solu-
tions stored offline for online use. I construct an end-to-end framework integrating
existing algorithms where available and developing my own where necessary, to solve
this class of problems. My framework incorporates vehicle dynamics and mission
constraints so the GA solving the mTSP only searches over feasible solutions. In the
terms of Table 6.1, I aim at an LOA of 5.
I formulate the problem class in Section 6.2, mapping it to a discrete combinatorial
optimization problem in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, and decomposition of mTSPs for a team
of UAVs to TSPs (Traveling Salesman Problem) for m UAVs via partitioning of space
in Section 6.5. Scalability in the sense of computational time with the number of map
features and UAVs is discussed in Section 6.6, and I conclude in Section 6.7.
6.2 Problem Formulation
I assume here that the entire group of vehicles has only a single objective of
minimizing the expected time to complete a mission. In mathematical programming
language:
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Sensor and actuator constraints




where E [tmission] is the expected time required for the mission. All of the con-
straints are stochastic in nature. Hence I can only minimize the expected value of the
time for a mission. I illustrate my framework with coordinated surveillance. The num-
ber of vehicles or individual service demands are all incorporated into the constraints
which are dynamic. I consider the class of problems in which mission requirements are
expressed as spatio temporal constraints on vehicle states by operators through suit-
able user interfaces. Thus operator load in this case is proportional to the frequency
of requests. Scenarios such as ’eyes on target,’ persistent surveillance, co-ordinated
search, and target tracking with handoffs are included within this class. However, the
vastly more difficult problem of interpreting sensory data is not included. In a com-
plex situation, interpretation of data can cause operator load to increase arbitrarily.
Hence for a first cut, I assume the interpretation of sensory data is simple enough
so as to be automated. Examples include landmark recognition and recognition of
well characterized objects. My mission planning algorithm in Figure 6.1 has seven
hierarchical steps–each corresponding to the entry of specific uncertainties to which
robustness needs to be built in to permit autonomous operation;
1. First, the Region Growing Algorithm (RGA) is used to generate a monochrome
map from a two dimensional satellite image.
2. Second, the map is analyzed to detect blocks and number them using the vertices
of blocks.
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3. Third, construction of an area or volume Voronoi diagram [90] converts the
blocks into a traversability graph. I convert this to traversability graphs cus-
tomized to individual vehicles based on abilities to round corners and turns in
tight spaces.
4. Fourth, 1D optimal control between graph vertices converts all graph edges
into minimum traverse times for specific vehicles. Basically, UAVs are managed
to accelerate at a vertex, maintain a constant velocity, and decelerate before
reaching the next vertex.
5. Fifth, I use Dijkstra’s algorithm to generate all pairs shortest (minimum time)
paths between all graph vertices using the traverse times between neighboring
vertices from Step 4.
6. Sixth, I solve mTSPs of visits to all the vertices using the pairwise minimum
times obtained in Step 5.
7. Seventh, the vehicles perform real time path following of the offline paths ac-
cording to user requests for search, surveillance and tracking.
The mTSPs are solved through decomposition into m TSPs, one for each of the
m vehicles. While I do this decomposition using a Voronoi diagram based on the
Euclidean metric for the mapped region, other more natural metrics, such as a Man-
hattan distance, are likely to yield better results. There have been many researches on
path planing using Voronoi diagrams such as [36,123–126] which used point obstacles
to generate paths and [91, 93, 127] which used a set of polygons as obstacles to gen-
erate paths. The common technique is that UAV trajectories resulting from Voronoi
diagrams are used as initial inputs for further smoothing processes. This smoothing
process differentiates the contribution of each paper. To the best of my knowledge,
my hierarchy of mission planning is unique compared to the previous papers due
to the fully automated process from satellite photographs to feasible trajectories by
incorporating vehicle, map, and mission constraints where necessary.
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Real time ISR problems are solved through use of stored solutions in combination
with feedback. By feedback, I mean reactive maneuvers such as speeding up or
slowing down on a path, and getting back on course after wind gusts. The feasibility
and robustness of my stored solutions require both accurate map information and
sufficiently accurate geo-location. Sensitivities to map error and navigation error
depend strongly on the local geometry of the map. Hence robustness of my solutions
in a given area can be estimated a priori using error propagation in the algorithms
depicted in Figure 6.1. Error propagation has been quantified previously for map
building [128] and Voronoi algorithms [89]. For 1D optimal control, error estimates
can be obtained through use of H∞ system norms [129]. No additional errors are
introduced in my use of Dijkstra’s algorithm or GA to solve TSPs as these steps only
involve finding minimum sums of traverse times obtained in Step 5.
Figure 6.1.Hierarchy of mission planning.
The typical complaint against soft computing methods does not hold in my case
as I am using them to solve problems offline to produce feasible rather than optimal
solutions. Moreover, I only use GA to search among feasible solutions rather than
searching over all solutions. Second, these methods are relatively easier to setup
ad hoc in unpredictable environments with unpredictable mission requirements or
constraints. As more of the problem structure becomes known, exploitation through
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hard computing/optimization methods may become possible even under the time
constraints. Given the availability of several feasible offline solutions, they can be
chosen randomly in real time to avoid system compromise to cyberattacks. However




















xijk = 1 for any k,
n∑
j=2
xjik = 1 for any k,
∑
i 6=j
xijk = 1 for any k,
∑
i=j
xijk = 0 for any k,
cijk = Gt(i, j), for i 6= j,
wk, ok ≥ 0,
where cijk is the time taken by kth UAV between ith and jth node, xijk is a
constant between { 0,1 }, n is the number of vertices, m is the number of UAVs, Gt
is the time array among nodes (n × n), wk is the time increase due to wind, ok is the
time increase due to unexpected obstacles. The strategy encoding schema for the GA
that solves the TSP for individual vehicles is described in Appendix B.
6.3 Discretization of Space
Buildings and structures are discerned in satellite or aerial images either manually
or automatically by using Automatic Building Detection algorithm [88,114] followed
by RGA. Here, I note that [88] assumes that the building structures have convex
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(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.
(d) Step 4. (e) Step 5. (f) Step 6.
(g) Step 7. (h) Step 8.
Figure 6.2.Processes to generate a path.
rooftop sections. In case the rooftops are not convex, the algorithm obtains convex
hulls of the detected corners.
This chapter begins with the assumption that buildings are detected using the
method described in [88] as shown in Figure 6.2(a). Then, RGA is applied to extract
the edges and corners of the buildings as shown in Figure 6.2(b). The Block Separation
Algorithm (BSA) (Appendix B) is then used to number blocks and save all the corners
of buildings as shown in Figure 6.2(c). Since a UAV might collide into buildings due
to errors in maps, sensors and actuation, wind gusts and other disturbances, the
blocks are extended with a buffer zone around them with my Polygon Extension
Algorithm (PEA) detailed here. A simple calculation of the buffer for accurate maps
for a given vehicle is given later in the section. In Figure 6.2(d), blue lines drawn
around each building are the buffer zone and the method of drawing this is explained
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in Figure 6.3. Here, P ci,j is the jth point at the ith corner Ci where i ∈ {1, ..., np}, np





i,3) are chosen per each corner by drawing a circle with radius of buffer
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and P ci,3, the middle point P
c
i,2 is chosen to satisfy ∠P ci,1CiP ci,2 = 12∠P ci,1CiP ci,3, so that
buffer zones are drawn big enough to surround blocks and also decrease the amount
of computation time with less data points to compare. Three points, P ei,1, P
e
i,2, and
P ei,3, per each edge are chosen to satisfy,
1
4
| P ci,3, P ci+1,1 |=| P ci,3, P ei,1 |= ... =| P ei,3, P ci+1,1 | . (6.3)
These points at the corners and edges of polygons are used as an input for con-
struction of the Voronoi diagrams as shown in Figure 6.2(e). The crossing points of
the selected red lines are the nodes used to generate paths for UAVs. In order for
UAVs to avoid obstacles, vertices located inside the blocks are removed in two dimen-
sional traversability mapping, but those are counted in three dimensional traversabil-
ity mapping by placing nodes over the buildings which will lead UAVs to fly over
the buildings, but not into the spaces inside buildings. The remaining vertices are
represented as green ’∗’ as shown in Figure 6.2(f). In Figure 6.4, I eliminate closely
spaced vertices on line lk produced by Voronoi methods (arising from ’roughness’ of
the map), i.e., vertices that are not intersections of three edges. An intersection point
of three edges is Nk found with vector analysis where it exists and included as a node
for the traversability graph. This sometimes results in some straight edges Lk inter-
secting the buffered obstacles. I add additional vertices to avoid straight line paths
intersecting obstacles. The vertex nk,p added as Nnew is the point on the curved edge
lk that minimizes the distance d(P
c
i,j+1, nk,p) to P
c
i,j+1 on the buffered obstacle as





where p ∈ {0, 1, ..., q} and q is the total number of nodes on line lk. The resulting
traversability graph is shown in Figure 6.2(g). An example shortest path is shown in
Figure 6.2(h).
Figure 6.3.Choosing 3 points from each corner and edge.
Figure 6.4.Extra vertices for collision free straight line paths.
I modify the traversibility graph for fixed-wing vehicles to incorporate their con-
straints of minimum forward velocity vmin, maximum acceleration amax, and minimum
turn radius rmin =
v2min
amax
. I give a schematic of the derivation of rmin in Figure 6.5.
Here, two edges intersect at an angle α, b1 is the distance in which the UAV decel-
erates to its minimum velocity, and b2 is the distance to the intersection at which it
begins to turn inside circle c2, to avoid collision.
The time for deceleration is td =
vmax−vmin
amax
. Hence, b1 = vmaxtd − 12amaxt2d =
v2max−v2min
2amax
. Tangent lines to the circle c3 result in the distance b2 which is calculated

















. The distance, b2, depends upon α which
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Figure 6.5.Minimum radius rmin which allows a fixed-wing UAV to change its direction
without any collision.
is determined by the way points, wi−1, wi, and wi+1. So long as the arc of motion
in Figure 6.6 is within the width of the path between obstacles, i.e. road width








− 1), the turn is traversable. Use
of this calculation ensures collision free trajectories as shown in Figure 6.6(b) for the
trajectory of a fixed-wing UAV. Although I am using vmin to be conservative to avoid
crashes in Figure 6.6(b), higher velocities can be also used with larger c1, c2, and c3
circles to reduce flight time.
An appropriate buffer zone value can be decided for the PEA. If the size of the
buffer zone is too large or blocks are located closer than a threshold loverlap, PEA
merges blocks into one block. I calculate loverlap = 2 (b1 + b2) = 20m with α = 120
◦
for the fixed-wing vehicle of Appendix C. Thus the buffer is dependent upon vehicle
dynamics and the sharpest turn I expect the vehicle to execute.
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(a) UAV trace without
using the rmin technique.
(b) UAV trace using the
rmin technique.
Figure 6.6.The efficiency of the rmin technique.
6.4 Discretization of Time
Prior work in trajectory generation uses either variational methods [130] or reced-
ing horizon control methods [45, 131] that approximates their solutions. Variational
methods use either optimality conditions and boundary conditions or adjustable dy-
namic variables to find a global optimal solution, and typically require heavy com-
putations. My approach, in contrast, provides an approximate solution that is very
conservative. My work involves speed control along prespecified paths for minimum
time traverse while ensuring satisfaction of all vehicle turning constraints. I use UAV
dynamics to find the shortest traverse times of the vehicle on all shortest paths on the
graph, assuming minimum velocity traverse at all turns. UAV models for trajectory
tracking from prior work [117] used for calculations in this chapter are accurate ap-
proximations to the dynamics of attitude stabilized vehicles. This is because global
or semi-global closed loop stabilization transforms UAV dynamics into target dynam-
ics of point mass models with definite tracking time constants for position, τx, and
velocity, τv. Path following aircraft dynamics which is dominated by the slowest or
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dominant poles is far more accurate than simplistic point mass or constant velocity
models. The model is summarized below:
xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + Tvc(k), (6.5)











where T is the sampling time, xc is the position of UAV, vc is the velocity of
UAV, and xrefc is the tracking set point for UAV. Next, traversability graphs drawn
in the Euclidean space are converted into graphs in ECEF coordinates [132]. Once
the Euclidean distance obtained from relative sizes in images is scaled up to the real
world, I can use the distances in ECEF coordinates and UAV velocities to find the
approximate traverse time.
The typical profile of velocity over a graph edge and the time intervals where the
vehicle accelerates, moves at constant velocity, or decelerates are depicted in Figure
6.7 where pacc is the position where a UAV accelerates, pcon is the position where a
UAV velocity is constant, pdec is the position where a UAV decelerates, tacc is the
time during which a UAV accelerates, tcon is the time during which a UAV velocity is
constant, and tdec is the time during which a UAV decelerates. Here, I discretize time
intervals using the sample time T and calculate appropriate values of t1, t3, d1, and
d3 via numerical integration and obtain the time of traverse of a vehicle from node
Wi,k to node Wj,k as tij = t1 + t2 + t3. The traverse time corresponding to all the
shortest paths on the traversability graph Gd is thus calculated to produce its time
equivalent graph Gt.
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Figure 6.7.Discretized graph with step time, T.
6.5 Coordinated ISR
Surveillance of an area consists in ’keeping an eye’ on it, e.g., UAVs visit all nodes
and edges in a region within a time interval with specified frequency. I solve here the
problem of visiting all nodes on the graph once with m UAVs. This boils down to an
mTSP. To ease solution, I break up the mTSP into m TSPs for the m UAVs through
two methods:
1. Uniform Region Division (URD) where the rectangular area is arbitrarily di-
vided into m rectangular regions of the same area (Figure 6.8(a)).
2. K-means Voronoi Region Division (KVRD) [133] where K-means clustering is
used to generate centroids of graph nodes for which a Voronoi partition is con-
structed to divide the region into m pieces (Figure 6.9(a)).
In this chapter, both methods divide the region containing 103 buildings into
m = 18 regions and each region is assigned to one of the UAVs. I show the simulated
trajectories in Figure 6.8 and 6.9 and the flight times of fixed-wing UAVs in seconds
in Table 6.2. In Figure 6.8(a) and 6.9(a), numbers represent UAVs assigned to each
region. The maximum flight time of KVRD is 196s longer than the one of URD. So,
KVRD takes a longer time to take UAVs back at the end of the mission planning. If
high fuel efficiency is required for a mission, I should use KVRD since it has smaller
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Table 6.2Estimated traveling time of Figure 6.8(c) & 6.9(c).






















mean value than URD on this map. This may not apply to other maps, but with
my procedure of offline solutions, the better method can be found a priori. In Figure
6.8(c,d) and 6.9(c,d), red square marks represent the launching sites of UAVs and red
circular marks represent the arrival sites of UAVs. My calculations are feasible for
arbitrary numbers of both buildings and UAVs subject only to constraints of offline




(c) Simulated flight trajectories with fixed-wing
UAVs.
(d) Simulated flight trajectories with hover capa-
ble UAVs.




(c) Simulated flight trajectories with fixed-wing
UAVs.
(d) Simulated flight trajectories with hover capa-
ble UAVs.
Figure 6.9.Application of KVRD (103 buildings and 18 UAVs).
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6.6 Scalability Analysis
6.6.1 Offline Computational Complexity
The offline computational complexity of my algorithmic framework in Figure 6.1
is the total number of operations in steps 1-7 of my hierarchy:
Building Detection = O(|B||C|), (6.6)
Block Separation = O(|B||C|),
Voronoi [95] = O(|n|log|n|),
1D Optimal Control = O(|E||mv|),
Dijkstra [134] = O(|E|+ |n|log|n|),
GA = O(|n||P ||N ||m|),
= O(|n|2|P |2),
Path Following = O(|n|),
where B is the number of the buildings, C is the number of polygonal sides of
the buildings, n is the total number of vertices, E is the total number of edges, mv
is the number of vehicle types (here, mv = 1), P is the population size in the GA,
N is the number of iterations in the GA, and m is the number of UAVs. The overall
computational complexity of my framework CF is therefore the sum of individual
complexities:
CF = O(|B||C|) +O(|B||C|) +O(|n|log|n|) +O(|E|) (6.7)
+O(|E|+ |n|log|n|) +O(|n|2|P |2) +O(|n|),
≈ O(|n|+ |n|+ 2|n|log|n|+ 2|E|+ |n|2|P |2 + |n|),
≈ O(2|n|log|n|+ |n|2|P |2 + 5|n|),
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using the fact that O(|n|) ≈ O(|B||C|) ≈ O(|E|) for my maps and the number of
iterations for the GA in Appendix A.
6.6.2 Online Computational Complexity
Once mission planning is completed, UAVs do not need additional computation
time during online mission planning other than the path following step (O(|n|)) except
in some emergency situations:
1. Unmapped obstacles.
2. Losses of UAVs (including through sensor failures).
3. Wind gusts.
In the first scenario, if a number of obstacles appears on the trajectories at differ-
ent locations, I generate new candidate trajectories around the new obstacles using
Voronoi diagrams. Then, 1D Optimal Control on the new candidate trajectories is
applied and finally the shortest paths detouring the new obstacles are chosen. Hence,
the additional computation time is
C1 = O(|npart|log|npart|+ |Epart|+ |Epart|+ |npart|log|npart|+ |npart|), (6.8)
= O(2|npart|log|npart|+ 3|npart|),
where npart is the number of vertices around the new obstacles and Epart is the
number of edges around the new obstacles.
In the second scenario, if some UAVs are lost during a mission, there are generally
two options to complete the mission:
1. Let the remaining UAVs complete their missions first and then finish the paths
of the lost UAVs using stored plans for smaller map segments.
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2. Use stored plans with smaller number of UAVs out of the remaining UAVs to
search the remaining areas.
The first option requires
C2 = O(|Epart|+ |npart|log|npart|+ |npart|), (6.9)
amount of additional computation. The second option does not require any addi-
tional computation outside of waypoint following since stored plans are used.
In the third scenario, if the trajectories of some UAVs are disturbed by strong wind
gusts, the interrupted UAVs can continue missions by choosing one of two options:
1. Fly to the previous waypoints.
2. Continue to fly to the next waypoints if the sensing task is not compromised.
The first option does not introduce any additional computation since the amount
of trajectory disturbance to wind gusts is usually small. Sometimes, some UAVs are
displaced much farther, so it is likely that they are lost due to collisions with obstacles.
Thus, except for poorly mapped regions, my algorithmic framework does not
require very much of real time computation outside of waypoint following in individual
vehicles.
6.7 Concluding Remarks
I have developed an end-to-end algorithmic framework in an attempt to attain scal-
able autonomous operations. In order to do so, I have used existing algorithms where
available, and developed my own where necessary. These include my discretization
of space and time, and partitioning of mTSPs into m TSPs. My framework permits
solution of search, surveillance, tracking and handoff problems. I have illustrated
my methods with a surveillance problem. Out framework may not give feasibility
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for specific user requests because of its inherent conservation–buffers around build-
ings, assuming slower vehicle speeds, and the decomposition of mTSPs into m TSPs.
The most prominent questions that now lie open to rigorous solutions within my
framework are:
1. Systematic calculation of algorithmic sensitivities for the propagation of uncer-
tainty through the algorithms, and selection of buffers and thresholds to state
and prove formal robustness properties in a given mapped region.
2. Minimum fuel or maximum endurance operation of UAV teams (as opposed to
the minimum time solutions that I have presented).
3. Taking advantage of vehicle and sensor heterogeneity in dividing up missions,
and taking account of vehicle and sensor orientations along trajectories.
4. Efficient partitioning of perturbed mTSPs and feasible solutions to the resulting
TSPs in real-time. This is needed to address real time requirement and resource
changes.
While I can make the Voronoi partitioning of mTSPs more efficient in practice
with better metrics, proofs of improved efficiency will be difficult. Many problems
that require intensive operator effort can potentially be automated through use of
more sensing. Hence, over time, I can automate most of the solution of specific mis-
sion planning problems, i.e., those without significant strategic uncertainty for the
time being. In my surveillance problem, I exploit the predictability of the target and
its environment to the extent possible. I only expect to obtain feasible solutions most
of the time, and not all of the time as mentioned above. There is the possibility of
operator overload and operation failure on occasion, as mentioned above. This does
not conflict with the No Free Lunch Theorem [135]. Another way of looking at these
problems is that the construction of optimal solutions is computationally intensive
while being sensitive to modeling assumptions. On the other hand, solution proce-
dures finding sub-optimal solutions with robustness may not find feasible solutions
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even if they exist. Hence, I can hope to minimize the attentional effort of operators
most of the time, but not eliminate it.
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CHAPTER 7: MAXIMUM FUEL EFFICIENCY
Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (mTSP) with n number of nodes to be vis-
ited by m identical UAVs can be solved by transforming into m Traveling Salesman
Problems (TSP) and then solved with improved Genetic Algorithm (GA). Within
my framework of spatio-temporal discretization and offline calculation, this is done
with the objective of maximal fuel efficiency or minimal fuel consumption. While m
TSPs correspond to m regions are running, each UAV under this algorithm can ex-
change nodes to equalize total traveling distances of each UAV. Exchanged nodes are
prioritized in the shortest distance between two adjacent regions among m regions.
Region which has longer total traveling distance gives a node located most closely to
the neighboring region which has shorter total traveling distance. This give and take
process will continue until differences among total traveling distances of each region
become less than a certain threshold. Equalized traveling distances of each UAV
keeps all UAVs in the air for the about the same time, and it increases operational
efficiency. Extensions to heterogeneous UAV types are discussed toward the end of
this work.
7.1 Background and Motivation
Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (mTSP) can be solved using various meth-
ods. [99, 136–138] However, none of previous works considered fuel efficiency of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as another constraint for optimization methods. In
real life, military uses mostly homogeneous UAVs for surveillance and so those UAVs
can carry approximately equal amount of fuels. In order to maximize surveillance
coverage, UAVs should be in operation as long as possible until those fuels are con-
sumed enough. If total distance of each trajectory resulted from mTSP method is
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biased to specific trajectories, then UAVs flying these trajectories will consume fuels
quickly and return to the base station. Rather, having equalized trajectories guaran-
tees better fuel efficiency by equally distributing and consuming fuels. In addition,
fuel efficiency can be maximized by letting UAVs fly with the minimum velocity since
high velocity introduces bigger value of drag force [139] as, Fd =
1
2
ρv2cdA, where ρ is
the mass density of the fluid, v is the speed of the object relative to the fluid, cd is
the drag coefficient, and A is the reference area. The drag coefficient and the velocity
is proportional each other.
Fuel consumption management for a single UAV by using the glider type UAV
(described as soaring flights through linear wind gradients) was proposed and formu-
lated [140]. It was only applied to a single UAV, but it would be a good approach to
extend multiple glider type UAVs to minimize fuel consumption. Fuel consumption
management for the group of UAVs is formulated for the persistent surveillance cov-
erage by considering the vehicle failures and degradations [106], but this work focuses
only on the fuel consumption level of UAVs by excluding the consideration on the
surveillance coverage. In contrast, surveillance coverage is dealt with a cost function
to achieve better fuel efficiency by accommodating the threat avoidance and path
length [141], but still this work lacks the application of the proposed method to the
multiple UAVs surveillance problem. In some works, genetic algorithm (GA) based
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is used for the path planning of the multiple ve-
hicles, but the optimization formulation setup in those works did not consider the
method of finding the optimum number of vehicles to minimize the fuel consumption
to do surveillance mission and also the fuel carriage limit per each vehicle [100]. The
work done by Naval Research Laboratory [87] was in succeed to integrate various
variables including fuel, obstacles, sample points to visit, and mission complete time,
but it lacks the mentions on the intelligent methods of UAV distributions to each
cite.
To compensate the listed problems, I develop the hierarchy of mission planning
(Figure 7.1) which results the optimized number of vehicles to obtain the minimum
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fuel consumption and the minimum mission complete time when I perform surveil-
lance missions using multiple UAVs. Vehicles have to follow definite paths while in
motion, the energy consumption of which can be calculated through integration of
the product of thrust and vehicle velocity over the path. First of all, total region is
divided into m number of regions with two different region division methods; URD
(Uniform Region Division) and KVRD (K-means Clustering with Voronoi Region
Division). Then, independent TSPs are solved for each of the m regions, and all
TSPs solved in parallel using Genetic Algorithm (GA)(step 1-6) [62]. In step 7, I
find the optimum number of UAVs, m, to have both the minimum fuel consumption
and mission complete time. In step 8, I apply the Node Exchange Algorithm (NEA)
to minimize the difference of the trajectory distances among m number of UAVs. In
step 9, I finally apply UAV dynamic model to simulate real-time trajectories.
Figure 7.1.Hierarchy of mission planning.
In this chapter, I give two types of region division algorithms in Section 7.2,
formulate the optimization problem in Section 7.3, descriptions on the NEA in Section
7.4, computational results in Section 7.5, and concluding remarks in Section 7.6.
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7.2 Region Division Algorithm
To utilize multiple UAVs to do surveillance mission, I need to efficiently deploy
UAVs over the interested area. In here, I assume that UAVs have homogeneous system
properties. To maximize the fuel efficiency, each UAV should fly over the shortest
distance without any overlapped searching area and it can be solved using mTSP. To
achieve the goal, I apply region division methods to efficiently divide a given region
into m number of regions using; Uniform Region Division method (URD) (Figure
7.2(a)); K-means Clustering algorithm [133] and Voronoi Region Division method
(KVRD) (Figure 7.2(b)) [142]. Then, I send each UAV to each region to avoid
possible collisions.
(a) URD method. (b) KVRD method.
Figure 7.2.Region division with URD and KVRD methods using six UAVs.
7.3 Optimization Problem Formulation
To equalize trajectories on the m number of regions, optimization cost function is
introduced with some constraints. Using an assignment-based double-index integer






















∣∣tp − tq∣∣ < Tt,
n∑
j=2
xijk = 1 for any k,
n∑
j=2
xjik = 1 for any k,
∑
i 6=j
xijk = 1 for any k,
∑
i=j
xijk = 0 for any k,
cijk = Gt(i, j) for i 6= j,
wk, ok ≥ 0,
where, cijk is the time taken by kth UAV between ith and jth nodes, xijk = {0, 1},
n is the number of vertices, m is the number of UAVs, Gt is the time array among
nodes (n × n), wk is the time increase due to wind, ok is the time increase due to





w+o)p, and Tt is the threshold. The first constraint equation is used to result similar
total distance of trajectories among m regions. Here, an appropriate threshold, Tt, is
desired since the simulation time is getting longer as Tt is getting smaller.
Since the mission requires high fuel efficiency, I need to consider how to choose
appropriate number of UAVs. To achieve this, I need to acknowledge that the fixed
wing vehicle consumes more fuels when it takes off, climbs to certain altitude, and
lands on the ground than when it flies at certain altitude. So, to save more fuels, less
takeoff and landing is required. The total fuel consumption of a fixed wing vehicle
can be expressed as,
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nf = Ft + Fc + Fn + Fl, (7.2)
where nf is the total number of fuel units burned, Ft is the fuel consumption
during take off, Fc is the fuel consumption during increasing altitude, Fn is the fuel
consumption when the fixed wing vehicle keeps at constant altitude, Fl is the fuel
consumption during landing. With an assumption that the Ft, Fc, Fn, and Fl are
constants, then Eq 7.2 can be rewritten as,
nf = F˙b (ctnt,t + ccnt,c + cnnt,n + clnt,l) , (7.3)
where ct, cc, cn, and cl are constants governing the fuel consumption rate which
are dependent on the type of vehicle, F˙b is the rate of fuel burn, and nt,t, nt,c, nt,n, and
nt,l are time taken for each function. If total m number of homogeneous UAVs are









< Tf , where, j = {1, ...,m},
Nt = nt,t + nt,c + nt,l + max(nti,n) < Tt, where, i = {1, ...,m}, (7.4)
where Nf is the total amount of fuel consumption of m UAVs and Nt is the total
flight time of m UAVs, that is, Nf = [nf1 , nf2 , ..., nfm ] and Nt = [nt1 , nt2 , ..., ntm ].
Here, I introduce constraint equations, Nf < Tf and Nt < Tt, since the amount of fuel
which the UAV can carry and the time which the UAV should complete the mission
are limited. The nti,n can be calculated using the UAV velocity profile (Fig 7.3) since
the distance between two nodes are arranged with equalized distance. Due to the
equalized distance between two nodes, UAVs have same flight time as nt,t+nt,c+nt,l.
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(a) Acceleration stage.
(b) Constant velocity stage.
(c) Deceleration stage.
Figure 7.3.Velocity profile of the UAV at acceleration, constant velocity, and deceler-
ation stages (1D Optimal Control (Step4 in Fig 7.1)).
Since all homogeneous UAVs have same cycles, that is, UAVs have equal amount
of time per each cycle as of nt,t + nt,c + nt,l and the traveling time of a trajectory can
be expressed as,
nt,n = (nedge − 2)(nt,t + nt,c + nt,l), (7.5)
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where nedge is the total number of edges of the given trajectory and nedge − 2 is




j (ctnt,t + ccnt,c + clnt,l) + cn
j∑
i=1
(nedge,i − 2)(nt,t + nt,c + nt,l)
)
< Tf , (7.6)
where j = {1, ...,m}. Also, to compensate the big difference in value between Nf









Also, due to the fuel carriage limit, I flatten the total fuel consumption of each
UAV by evenly dividing the surveillance area with the help of Node Exchange Algo-
rithm (NEA) introduced in the following section. To achieve the best surveillance,
I need to consider both fuel consumption and mission complete time. So, the cost
function g(m) can be constructed and I can get the desired number of UAVs, m, by
minimizing g(m) as









where Cf and Ct are relative costs of fuel consumption and mission complete time
which are constrained by Cf + Ct = 1. Values of the Cf and Ct can be decided
depends on the user preference on either fuel consumption or mission complete time.
That is, if I put more emphasis on the less fuel consumption, I choose higher value
for the Cf and vice versa. To choose the total number of UAVs, m, Eq 7.4 and Eq
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7.8 are used to plot Fig 7.4 to Fig 7.6 by changing the coefficients, Cf and Ct by
using F˙b = 0.0067kg/s, ct = 1.5, cc = 1.3, cn = 1, cl = 1.2, nt,t = 5s, nt,c = 15s,
and nt,l = 10s. When the coefficients are set as Cf = 0.1 and Ct = 0.9, I have
the minimum cost, g, at four UAVs. When the coefficients are set as Cf = 0.5 and
Ct = 0.5, I have the minimum cost, g, at four and five UAVs. When the coefficients
are set as Cf = 0.9 and Ct = 0.1, I have the minimum cost, g, with five UAVs. The
choice of the coefficient values depends upon the mission purposes and I choose the
usage of four UAVs through the rest of paper.
(a) Number of UAVs Vs. g(m)
in Eq 7.8.
(b) Number of UAVs Vs. total
fuel consumption.
(c) Number of UAVs Vs. mis-
sion complete time.
Figure 7.4.Application of Eq 7.4 and Eq 7.8 to choose the total number of UAVs
(when Cf = 0.1 and Ct = 0.9).
(a) Number of UAVs Vs. g(m)
in Eq 7.8.
(b) Number of UAVs Vs. total
fuel consumption.
(c) Number of UAVs Vs. mis-
sion complete time.
Figure 7.5.Application of Eq 7.4 and Eq 7.8 to choose the total number of UAVs
(when Cf = 0.5 and Ct = 0.5).
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(a) Number of UAVs Vs. g(m)
in Eq 7.8.
(b) Number of UAVs Vs. total
fuel consumption.
(c) Number of UAVs Vs. mis-
sion complete time.
Figure 7.6.Application of Eq 7.4 and Eq 7.8 to choose the total number of UAVs
(when Cf = 0.9 and Ct = 0.1).
7.4 Node Exchange Algorithm (NEA)
Even if UAVs carry equal amount of fuels, fuel efficiency might degrade if total
distance of each trajectory is not equalized among UAVs since some UAVs fly longer
and some UAVs fly less. Trajectory equalization using NEA can solve this problem
and this process can be applied by giving and taking the adjacent nodes among m
trajectories (Fig 7.7). The processes of NEA is explained in the below.
(a) Before NEA is applied. (b) After NEA is applied.
(c) NEA operation.
Figure 7.7.Procedure of NEA.
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1. Pick up the closest two nodes among nodes in the longest trajectory and nodes
in its adjacent trajectories. I assume those two nodes are A and C.
2. Move node C in the longest trajectory to the adjacent trajectory which contains
the closest node from the longest trajectory. Then, re-run TSP.
3. If step 1 and step 2 fails to find two nodes due to local minimum, pick up
the closest two nodes among nodes in the shortest trajectory and nodes in its
adjacent trajectories.
4. Continue step 1 to step 3 until the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum trajectory distances becomes less than some threshold Td.
That is, every adjacent two trajectories keeps comparing and exchanging nodes
until the difference between two total distances become less than Td. Often times, new
trajectories after the nodes exchange is applied cross neighbor blocks and so I need to
apply the Path Sliding Algorithm (PSA) to avoid collisions by letting trajectories to
go along the block with an assumption that UAV can only detour blocks because of
the height of the buildings (Fig 7.8). Due to the unexpected shape of the encountered
block, there are additional distances in the amount of A,C,B−A,C1, C, C3, C2, B (Fig
7.8(b)). The size of the buffer zone is discussed in paper [62] so I skip the description.
When PSA determined a trajectory along the building, there appears two candidates
trajectories and I choose the shorter trajectory. Oftentimes, I encounters a shorter
trajectory which UAV already flied before. In that case, I choose the longer trajectory
to avoid overlaps of the trajectories.
This method can be applied to the Fig 7.2(a). To search the given region, it is
not necessary to visit all nodes as shown in Fig 7.2(a), so I minimize the number of
nodes by selecting the coincident points of three vectors (Fig 7.9 and Fig 7.10). In
Fig 7.10(a), red and green circles represent the nodes which are exchanged between
two UAVs to equalize the total trajectory distances. Here, the number at each region
represents the order of UAVs.
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(a) Before PSA is applied. (b) After PSA is applied.
(c) PSA operation.
Figure 7.8.Procedure of PSA.
(a) Total node before NEA is applied. (b) Final trajectories before NEA is ap-
plied.
Figure 7.9.Before NEA is applied using four UAVs with regions divided with URD
(unit: m).
(a) Total node after NEA is applied. (b) Final trajectories after NEA is ap-
plied.




I use tracking models of UAVs from prior work [117]. These models are accurate
approximations to the dynamics of attitude stabilized vehicles. This is because global
or semi-global closed loop stabilization transforms UAV dynamics into target dynam-
ics of point mass models with definite tracking time constants for position, τx and
velocity, τv. Path following aircraft dynamics which is dominated by the slowest or
dominant poles is far more accurate than simplistic point mass or constant velocity
models. Second, these models also take into account the time delays of communica-
tion and computation involved in tracking targets or prey vehicles. The UAV tracking
model is defined as,
xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + Tvc(k), (7.9)











where T is the sampling time, xp is the planar position of prey [xpx, xpy], vp is the
velocity vectors of prey, xc is the tree dimensional position of chaser [xcx, xcy, xcz], vc
the velocity vectors of chaser, and xrefc is the tracking set point. All the simulations are
done with a fixed wing vehicle which has following system properties; V elocitymin =
5m/s, V elocitymax = 10m/s, initial velocity as [0, 0, 0]m/s, Accelerationmax = 5m/s,
Altitudemin = 25m, Altitudemax = 50m, Altitudenormal = 30m, time step of Simulink
as 0.01s, τx = 0.25s, and τv = 0.5s. All simulations are done using a desktop
with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 3.00 GHz Processor, 64-bit Operating System,
and 4.00 GB RAM. Flight trace of Fig 7.10(b) is simulated as in Fig 7.11. Red
rectangle represents the starting location of UAVs and Red circle represents the ending
locations of UAVs. There are little bit of ripples along the trajectories largely due to
the time constants, τx and τv, but UAVs generally fly well along the predetermined
trajectories. Also, those flight ripples does not cause any collision on UAVs since I
included buffer zones around the blocks large enough by concerning the maximum
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velocity and turning angle of UAVs [62]. Those ripples will be decreased if I use
hover capable UAVs instead which have zero minimum velocity. From the simulated
trajectories in Fig 7.11, I can predict the approximate traveling time and the amount
of fuel consumption of each UAV.
Figure 7.11.Flight traces of four UAVs (unit: m).
Now, NEA is applied to different number of UAVs to see the effects on the max,
min, max-min, and total distances. In the aspect of the maximum and the minimum
traveling distances, the case without NEA has larger maximum distance than the one
with NEA (Fig 7.12(a)) and the case without NEA has lower minimum distance than
the one with NEA (Fig 7.12(b)). Also, the case with NEA has much less Max −
Min value compare to the case when NEA is not applied (Fig 7.12(c)). This result
shows that the NEA processes indeed flatten the differences among m trajectories.
In addition, I should acknowledge the fact that the total traveling distances without
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NEA and with NEA do not have major difference which indicates that NEA does not
always bring increased trajectories (Fig 7.12(d)).
(a) The max traveling distance changes without
and with NEA.
(b) The min traveling distance changes without
and with NEA.
(c) The max −min traveling distance without
and with NEA.
(d) The total traveling distance without and
with NEA.
Figure 7.12.NEA application on different number of UAVs.
7.6 Concluding Remarks
I have shown the methods of achieving the maximum fuel efficiency when I perform
surveillance missions by converting mTSP to m TSPs based on GA with the optimized
number of UAVs, m. The optimized value m will be different depends on the missions
(minimum traveling time, minimum fuel consumption, etc) and it can be controlled by
choosing proper weights, Cf and Ct. To compensate the achievement of the minimum
fuel consumption, NEA is developed to equalize the total traveling distances among
UAVs and PSA is developed to prevent any possible collision of UAVs. Once I have
m number of equalized trajectories, I can send m homogeneous UAVs to each region.
This method is generally much safer surveillance mission planning than the swarming
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surveillance mission planning in the sense that each UAVs have the least number of
coming across. In addition, my work opens up several possibilities for both system
and algorithm development:
1. Come up with more realistic relationships between fuel consumption and UAV
vehicle dynamics,
2. Present a comparison table about fuel consumption rate between normal mTSP
trajectories and mTSP trajectories with increased fuel efficiency.
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CHAPTER 8: APPLICATION–CATTLE ROUNDUP
Two quadrotor UAVs are maneuvered to guide two animals into their pen within
the minimum time by creating noise modeled with an exponential function. The
quadrotor UAVs are stabilized and controlled via feedback linearization and follow
optimal trajectories by avoiding collisions based on the dynamic programming.
8.1 Background and Motivation
Beyond a simple mission of target detection [142], some missions require to track
multiple targets by a fleet of UAVs and UGVs. Tracking targets using the cooperation
of UAVs and UGVs were solved in other works using a probabilistic game theoretical
framework [143], a gradient search approach and the probabilistic threat exposure
map (PTEM) [144], the classic Homicidal Chauffeur problem [145], and a framework
combining game theory and geometry [146].
Quadrotors have become popular due to the feasibility of their use in various
applications. With this trend, control engineers designed many kinds of controllers
(backstepping [147–151], Feedback Linearization [152–155], PD [156, 157]) for the
quadrotor.
Increased autonomy of quadrotors can automate the grazing cattle by controlling
the movement of the heard of cattle and optimizing the pasture growth at the same
time. Quadrotors can carry a small size speaker which makes some noises of predators
to repel animals to the certain direction.
I formulate the dynamic models of the UAV and prey in Section 8.2 and the
attitude and translation controllers of UAV using the feedback linearization controller
in Section 8.3. Mission scenario optimization using two UAVs and preys is discussed
in Section 8.4 and the collision avoidance algorithms of UAVs and preys are described
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in the optimization sense in Section 8.5. I show simulation results in Section 8.6 and
conclude in Section 8.7 with possible future works.
8.2 UAV and Prey Dynamic Model
8.2.1 UAV Dynamic Model
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where x, y, and z are the UAV position, φ, θ, and ψ are the roll, pitch, and yaw,
cθ and sθ represent cos θ and sin θ, Ix,y,z is body inertias, J is a propeller inertia, and





















4 − Ω21 − Ω23),
Ω = Ω2 + Ω4 − Ω1 − Ω3,
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where Ωi is a rotor speed, b is a thrust factor, and d is a drag factor. The
configuration and governing control inputs of the quadrotor are described in Figure
8.1.
(a) Quadrotor configuration. (b) Governing controller
structure of the quadrotor.
Figure 8.1.Quadrotor configuration and governing control inputs.
8.2.2 Prey Dynamic Model







 x+ cvt cos(θn)










 x+ cvt cos(θe)




where xi and yi are the position of the prey at the ith step, c is a constant between
0 and 1 which is dependent on the distance between the UAV and prey, v is the speed
of the prey, t is the step time, θn is the heading direction of the prey during the normal
period, and θe is the heading direction of the prey during the emergency period. The
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θn is randomly chosen at every step, but the θe is decided to let the prey move in the
opposite direction from the UAV as θe = θUAV + pi + f where −α2 ≤ f ≤ α2 and α is
the maximum tilt angle of the prey.
The UAV flies to the point, Pe, which is located on the line along the center of the
cage and the prey to repel the prey to the cage (Figure 8.2) by creating noises. Due
to the randomized loudness of sounds and variation of speeds approaching the stocks
of UAVs (i.e., behaviour like a sheepdog), the animals they will not be able to adapt
to the motion of the UAVs around them and herding should work. The strength of







where L is the distance between the UAV and prey, b is the radius of the noise
effective area, h is the magnitude of the maximum noise, and sr is the random noise
sound based on the normal distribution N(0, 0.01h2). Equation 8.5 guarantees that I
have the maximum noise, h, at the center of the UAV and zero noise at the boundary
of the effective area. Then, the c in Equation 8.3 will be
c(L) = a, if L > b, (8.6)





, if 0 ≤ L ≤ b,
where a is the constant governing the speed of the prey during the normal period
(< 0.5). The c is low during the normal period and getting closer to 1 as the prey is
getting closer to the UAV.
Then, Equation 8.3 and Equation 8.4 become
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 x+ avt cos(θn)
y + avt sin(θn)

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, if 0 ≤ L ≤ b.
8.3 UAV Controller Design
8.3.1 Attitude Controller






























where ν2 is a tuning function. Then, φ¨ becomes,
φ¨ = ν2 , φ¨d − 2λ2e˙− λ22e, (8.10)
where φ¨d is the desired state of φ¨ and λ2 is a positive tuning constant. By rear-














e˙2 where p2 and q2 are positive
tuning constants which result V to be locally positive definite about φ¨d. Then V˙
becomes
V˙ = p2ee˙+ q2e˙e¨, (8.12)
= p2ee˙+ q2e˙
(−2λ2e˙− λ22e) ,









> 0, Equation 8.12 becomes
V˙ = −2λ2q2e˙2 < 0, (8.13)
and it proves that the state φ¨ converges asymptotically to the state φ¨d according
to the Lyapunov stability theorem [158]. Also, from Equation 8.9 and Equation 8.10,




















































































− λ24(ψ − ψd)
]
,
with additional positive tuning constants, λ3 and λ4.
8.3.2 Translation Controller
Since x¨, y¨, and z¨ are simultaneously controlled by the U1, I introduce r =√
x2 + y2 + z2. By differentiating with respect to time, I can achieve
r˙ =
xx˙+ yy˙ + zz˙√
x2 + y2 + z2
, (8.16)
r¨ = −(xx˙+ yy˙ + zz˙)
2




x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2 + xx¨+ yy¨ + zz¨√
x2 + y2 + z2
.
By substituting x¨, y¨, and z¨ from Equation 8.1 to Equation 8.16, I can get
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r¨ = −(xx˙+ yy˙ + zz˙)
2


















z + x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2
)
.
By rearranging, I get
r¨ = AU1 +B, (8.18)
where,
A = − 1
m
√
x2 + y2 + z2
((cφcψsθ + sφsψ)x+ (−cψsφ+ cφsθsψ)y + (cθcφ)z) ,
B =
1√
x2 + y2 + z2
(−gz + x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2)+ (xx˙2 + yy˙2 + zz˙2)2




Then, I apply the same method of the Lyapunov stability proof as before and it
introduces additional positive tuning constants, λ1. In addition, from Equation 8.18,






+ r¨d − 2λ1e˙− λ21e,
= −B
A
+ r¨d − 2λ1 (r˙ − r˙d)− λ21 (r − rd) ,
= −B
A
+ AdU1 +Bd − 2λ1
(
xx˙+ yy˙ + zz˙√
x2 + y2 + z2




























xx˙+ yy˙ + zz˙√
x2 + y2 + z2



















I consider two UAVs chasing two preys throughout the chapter. This can be
expanded to a lager number of preys and UAVs. I assume here that the entire
group of vehicles has only a single objective of minimizing the expected time to
complete a mission which is guiding multiple preys to the cage using multiple UAVs.
In mathematical programming language:




UAV sensor and actuator constraints
UAV collision avoidance constraints
Prey dynamic constraints
Prey motion constraints
Prey collision avoidance constraints

,
where E [tmission] is the expected time required for the mission and all of the
constraints are stochastic in nature. The mission scenario configuration is shown in
Figure 8.3 where GS1 and GS2 are two ground stations where preys initiate, d is the
distance from the ground stations to the UAVs, L is the distance from the UAVs to
the preys, and l is the distance from the preys to the cage. The total distance of
UAV movement dUAVi,total = di +Li + li and UAVs need to strategically decide which
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combination to use between Li,1+ l1 and Li,2+ l2. The mission requirement is to guide
two preys to the cage within the minimum time, so all four distance combination of
both UAVs need to be simultaneously taken into account.
Figure 8.3.Mission scenario configuration.
The problem size, i.e. 2 UAVs handling two cattle, can be augmented to the
increased number of UAVs for larger herds by introducing equations for the motion
of a herd that generally follows leaders which is how a sheepdog or a cowboy handles
a herd. The UAVs can round the herd and move them to the pen by chasing the
leaders in the right direction, and then circling the herd.
8.5 Collision Avoidance
Since multiple UAVs and preys are involved in the mission, I need to design a
collision avoidance algorithm. To avoid a collision between UAVs, new constraints
are needed to be added into the algorithm, and cost function should be modified.
In this chapter, dynamic programming optimization tool is used to minimize the
total mission planning time because dynamic programming is a powerful technique
for a sequence of decisions. Dynamic programming reduces the runtime of algorithm
avoiding calculation of same subproblem and numerically finds a good feasible solution
close to optimal. The numerical accuracy of the solution does not matter here beyond
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(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.
Figure 8.4.Collision avoidance simulation.
a point (collision avoidance) since I do not want the UAVs to get too close otherwise



























where, m is the total number of UAVs, n is the total iterations, θd,uav =
yprey−yuav
xprey−xuav ,
T is the sampling time, vmin,uav ≤ vuav ≤ vmax,uav, ‖ puav,1 − puav,2 ‖≥ R2uav,
puav is the position of UAV, and RUAV is the minimum separation distance to avoid
collisions between UAVs. To reduce algorithmic run-time, in real-time operation, I
stop iterating once I reach a feasible or sub-optimal solution (Fig 8.4). The algorithmic
complexity increases with the size of the herd and the number of UAVs.
8.6 Simulation
The size of the prey motion boundary is set to be 20 by 20 and the cage is set
at (13.33, 13.33) with the size 1.33. UAV1 takes off at (0, 0, 0), UAV2 takes off at
(0, 20, 0), Prey1 leaves at (6, 4, 0), and Prey2 leaves at (4, 18, 0). Figure 8.5 shows the
simulation at each time step using SIMULINKr (Appendix F.).
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(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3. (d) Step 4.
(e) Step 5. (f) Step 6. (g) Step 7. (h) Step 8.
(i) Step 9. (j) Step 10. (k) Step 11. (l) Step 12.
(m) Step 13. (n) Step 14.
Figure 8.5.Simulation of UAVs chasing preys.
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8.7 Concluding Remarks
I have shown that the strategic guidance of two preys using two UAVs with the
nonlinear optimization tool and the feedback linearization controller for the UAV. My
work opens up several possibilities for both system and algorithm developments:
1. Gathering cattle to multiple locations using multiple UAVs with the strategic
optimization (i.e. I group cattle and one UAV is continuously circling them,
they will stay together while the other UAV drives other individuals or groups
to the main herd. For larger herds, I can have more than 1 UAV circling the
herd so it stays together.),
2. Development of the HILS (Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation) to demonstrate
the feedback linearization controller.
PART 4: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The thesis starts with the history of UAV ranges from the middle of nineteenth
century to now. I also show six major functions of UAV listed as target & decoy,
reconnaissance, combat, logistics, and civil & commercial UAVs. Then, I analyze un-
certainties on position, orientation, battery consumption, and trajectory generation
and study methods to mitigate each of the listed uncertainties. First of all, I present
methods of improving the UAV position accuracy by referencing the position of an
UGV using multiple GPS sensors with WCL method and I can improve 1.59 times
of positioning accuracy of the UAV. Secondly, I show a method of improving UAV
orientation sensing using TPT by integrating a magnetic compass with a solar com-
pass which composed of nine light sensors. Thirdly, dynamic battery consumption
rate and part of UAV autonomy are able to be managed by developing the wireless
power transformable unmanned ground station using four pairs of transmitter and
receiver magnetic loops which has efficiency of 7.85%. Fourthly, error propagation
of the mission planning hierarchy is studied and I proved that buffer zone should be
17.84m to be safe enough from the error propagation.
In the scalability section, path planning of multiple UAVs, total 18 UAVs, for the
surveillance mission is completed by using GA based mTSP and using the method
of dividing mTSP into m TSPs with two region division methods such as URD and
KVRD. Then, trajectories of heterogeneous UAVs are generated using MUAVS which
is run with MATLAB/SIMULINKr and a mission of surveiling a given region within
the minimum surveillance time is solved. Oftentimes, the operation time of surveil-
lance becomes the main issue due to limited amount of fuel, so the maximum fuel
efficiency is also counted as a counterweight to the minimum surveillance time in a
separate chapter. Overall results obtained from previous chapters are used for the
cattle roundup application by using feedback linearization controller design.
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Future work will focus on finalizing various opened up problems of improving po-
sition sensor, orientation sensor, enhancing health management of cooperative UAV
operations, and demonstrating robust experimental flight with the analyzed buffer
zone size from error propagation. In addition to the future works mentioned at the
end of each chapter, game theoretic tracking will be studied by continuing the cat-
tle roundup. I am going to replace two animals with multiple enemy UAVs so that
chasing and hunting using multiple UAVs will be studied. Also, methods of reducing
personnel per UAV will be studied. According to the Defense Science Study Board,
about 17% of UAV accidents (specifically, take-off and landing operations occupy most
of the accidents) are resulted from human operator errors [159] and it leads to the
necessity of autonomous system for UAVs. Take-off and landing operations are the
most critical maneuvers since abrupt acceleration and altitude sensor data changes
occur at that moments accompanying relatively large sensor errors. Regarding these
problems, there have been many researches on automatic take-off and landing maneu-
vers of UAVs; three fuzzy logic modules were developed for the autonomous landing
control system to control the altitude, the speed, and the position against the run-
away [160]; a visual control strategy using optic flow control called optiP ilot was
developed to cope with take-off and landing [161]. Improved sensing and imaging
data can bring increased UAV autonomy [4] and I propose that improving data can
be partly accomplished with increased number of sensing and imaging data especially
when UAV takes off and lands (Reducing Personnel per Asset via Sensing). I will
study how to achieve exact altitude, speed, and acceleration data during taking-off
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Appendix A. Experiment Setup
An AR.Drone (20.7x20.3in diameter and 420g weight, Figure A.1(b)) [86] designed
by Parrot SA company is used for experiments by integrating an ArduPilot Mega
2.0 (APM) microcontroller. AR.Drone is controlled by Processing software on the
Unmanned Ground Station (UGS, Figure A.1(a)) using Wi-Fi (b,g,n) signals and
APM can perform two-way communication by Arduino software on the UGS using
2.4GHz radio signals (Figure A.1(c)). The AR.Drone System includes an AR.Drone,
a MB1200 XL-MaxSonar-EZ0 ultrasonic range finder, a set of XBee telemetry kit, a
AnyVolt Micro Universal DC-DC converter, and ArduPilot Mega 2.0 microcontroller
which includes a MediaTek MT3329 GPS, 6-axis accelerometer/gyro, 3-axis magne-
tometer, an ultrasound sensor, and an ultrasound range finder. In addition, AR.Drone
itself also contains a 6-axis accelerometer/gyro, 3-axis magnetometer, an ultrasound
altimeter, and two cameras (640x480 pixels VGA). One pair of Accelerometers, gyros,
and ultrasound sensors are integrated to achieve better data.
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(a) UGS system setup. (b) UAV system setup.
(c) UGV system setup. (d) Outdoor experiment.
(e) Overall communication setup.
Figure A.1.Experiment setup.
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Appendix B. TSP with GA
The GA starts with an initial population of n node or edge traverses which are
randomly chosen, then evaluates them with the fitness function of time of traverse
to calculate the m × n matrix, P (0), where m is the number of UAVs. If calculated
times are not smaller than a constant TG and the number of iterations is less than
the maximum permissible, new populations are created using crossover and mutation
(flip, swap, and slide) as shown in Figure B.1.
Figure B.1.Flip, swap, and slide operations for mutation.
With a population size P , I choose the maximum number of iterations as N =
‖cBP
m
‖ where c = 2.5 is a user-defined amplitude parameter, B is a total number of
buildings, and m is a total number of UAVs. The offline computation time for the GA
(Algorithm 1) grows quadratically with increasing number of buildings as shown in
Figure B.2(a). Also, with given same number of buildings, the GA computation time
flat lines with the number of UAVs because of my choice of number of iteration N
as shown in Figure B.2(b). TSP with GA keeps iterating with a while loop until the
total traveling time becomes less than TG or until the maximum number of iterations
is reached [103]. All search and surveillance problems can be encoded as Algorithm
1, as they involve trips to specific nodes, or edges, or points on edges.
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(a) With fixed number of 6 UAVs. (b) With fixed number of 114 buildings.
Figure B.2.GA computation time.
Algorithm 1 GA (for mTSP).
for i = 1 : m do
while min time > TG do
for iter = 1 : num iter do
min time = calculated minimum time from total distance lists;
if min time < global min then
global min = min time;






Appendix C. Block Separation Algorithm (BSA)
I developed the BSA to separate and number the blocks generated by the RGA.
The output of the RGA shown in Figure 6.2(b) is a matrix M of all the N points
composing blocks in a given satellite photograph (Figure C.1). In the planar case the
matrix M has 2 columns. For i = 1 : N ,
1. Start from point Pi = {Mi,x,Mi,y}.
2. Find all points within a distance range [l, l] from Pi.
3. Mark the set of points as closed if the distance of point Pk to Pi lies in [l, l].
4. Erase points near the block without neighbors.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 with points not in detected blocks until no more points are
available.
Figure C.1.Block Separation Algorithm (BSA).
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Appendix D. Vehicle Properties
All UAVs share same system properties of Table D.1.





[Vx, Vy, Vz]initial [0, 0, 0] m/s
Time Step of SIMULINKr 0.01 s
The Field of View of Camera 40◦
τx 0.25 s
τv 0.5 s
Table D.2System properties of a fixed-wing UAV.
Velocitymin 5 m/s
Velocitymax 10 m/s
Velocitymax 5 m/s (for fuel efficiency)
Altitudemin 25 m





Appendix E. MultiUAV System (MUAVS)
E.1 MUAVS Communication Structure
MUAVS used in this paper consists of 1 leader UAV and follower UAVs which
can increase as many as researchers want. The leader UAV takes all the information
of follower UAVs and used these information to perform some missions, Collision
Avoidance System (CAS), etc. The structure of the MUAVS is
Figure E.1.Structure of MUAVS.
where UAVL is a leader UAV and UAVi,F is a follower UAV where i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m−
1} and m is the total number of UAVs. Ground station can operate UAVs individually
and all UAVi,F can communicate each other. If UAVL is crashed during missions,
another UAV takes over the leader tasks. The reason for using only one leader UAV
is to minimize online computation time. During flights, each UAV can identify targets
and land on when it reaches the goal position.
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E.2 MUAVS Input Process
To run MUAVS, proper inputs should be plugged in before running MUAVS sim-
ulation. There are total 6 user-defined inputs; total number of UAVs, types of UAVs,
initial states of UAVs, mission types, target images to search, and a satellite image
to surveil.
1. Total number of UAVs can vary as researchers want from 1 to hundreds. How-
ever, researchers need to be careful that increasing number of UAVs introduce
additional computation time which delays the simulation (default: 18 UAVs).
2. Researchers can variate types of UAVs as homogenous or heterogeneous between
fixed-wing UAVs or hover capable UAVs (default: fixed-wing UAVs).
3. Researchers can assign same initial state to all UAVs or assign different initial
states individually (default: P0 = (0, 0, 0) and v0 = (0, 0, 0)).
4. There are 2 mission types; fly from one point to the other point; search all regions
(default: fly from one point to the other point).
5. If mission type of searching all region is selected in the previous process, re-
searchers need to select a region division type between URD and KVRD (default:
URD).
6. Researchers can choose one option of target handling among three options; dis-
regard, track, and fire (default: disregard).
7. Researchers can input more as many as target images, but need to be careful
using many target images since it delays simulation (default: no target image).
8. Researchers can input one satellite image (default: satellite image with 10 build-
ings).
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Figure E.2.Process of inserting inputs for MUAVS.
E.3 MUAVS MATLAB/SIMULINKr Organization
UAV trajectories are generated by MATLABr scripts and dynamics of UAVs are
generated by SIMULINKr. Hierarchy of MATLABr script for generating trajectories
are covered in Chapter 2. There are total 3 levels in SIMULINKr models and level
1 is the top-level block and level 3 is the lowest level block.
The number of UAVs can increase as many as researchers want, but it is set as 18
UAVs by default.
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Figure E.8.The 3rd level of UAV dynamics block.
Figure E.9.The 3rd level of Tracker Set Point Generator block.
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E.4 MUAVS CAS
CAS built in each UAV maneuvers closely approaching UAVs to change altitudes
(CA) or changes velocities (CV) to prevent collisions. If researchers concern about
mission completion time, CA (vertical rate of climb of 11.67m/s, Figure E.10) is
preferable than CV since CV delays missions. If small size UAVs are operated in the
area with many obstacles, CA might result collisions with obstacles since preplanned
trajectories are optimized for 2D path planning. In this case, CV which maintains
planned paths is preferable. CV is also preferable since camera images taken at the
same altitude assures better target recognition with less image processing computa-
tions. It is very unlikely to have more than 3 UAVs are involved in CAS, but if this
happens, both CA and CV operate to result the safest flights.
Figure E.10.Sample of altitude change.
E.4.1 Changing Altitude (CA)
Since a gap of 5m between UAVs is used, total 6 UAVs can be handled by CAS
to avoid collisions without the help of CV according to Figure E.11. 1 UAV stays at
Altitudenormal and the other 5 UAVs fly either upward or downward.
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Figure E.11.Altitudemax, Altitudenormal, and Altitudemin of a fixed-wing UAV accord-
ing to Table D.1 and D.2.
E.4.2 Changing Velocity (CV)
To handle more than 6 UAVs, I need CV which changes velocity as
v1,k = v1,k + C{max(0, | P1,k, P2,k | − | P1,k+1, P2,k+1 |)}, (E.1)
v2,k = v2,k − C{max(0, | P1,k, P2,k | − | P1,k+1, P2,k+1 |)},
where C is an user-defined constant, v1,k is a velocity of UAV1 at time step k, v2,k
is the velocity of UAV2 at time step k, P1,k is a position of UAV1 at time step k, and
P2,k is a position of UAV2 at time step k. All v1,k, v2,k, P1,k, and P2,k are in ∈ R3.
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Appendix F. SIMULINKr Diagrams for the Simulation of
UAVs and Preys
Feedback Linearization controller of UAVs is designed using the SIMULINKr [65].
(a) Governing block diagrams of the two preys and
UAVs.
(b) Block diagrams of the UAV.
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